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INTRODUCTION 

This report includes abstracts and bibliographic lists 

on contractual subjects that were completed in December,   197^.     The 

major topics are;    laser technology,   effects of stronp explosions, 

geoscifnees,   partii le beams,   and material sciences.    Sections on 

energy conversion and items of miscellaneous interest are included as 

optiona I topics. 

Laser coverage is generally limited to high power effects: 

all current laser material is routinely entered in the quarterly laser 

biblioizraphies. 

An index identifying source abbreviations and a first- 

author index to the abstracts are appended. 

ib 
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A,     Abstracts 

1 .     Laser Technology 

Alrksandrov,   V,   I.,   A.   G.  Solov'yev, 

and P.   I.   111 yak ov.    Space-time distribution 

of laser radiation with generation duration 

of the order 1 msec. ,   and its effect on inter- 

action with a substance.    FiKhOM,  no.  4, 

197^,   30-^3. 

An experimental study of space-time distribution of neodymium 

laser emission in the near and far zoneo is presented,   to explain some 

effects of laser beam-metal interaction.    The experiments are described 

using a free-running (irregular spiking),   a regular opikinp,   and nonspiking 

pulsed lasers with optical pumping.    In ali experiments,   pulse duration was 

~2 msec   and energy output was 100 to 400 j.     Spiking characteristics are 

Riven. 

The experimentally determined space-time distribution of 

the free-running emission wa^ found to be nonuniform, while distribution 

of the regular spiking and nonspiking emissions was spatially uniform and 

prartica'ly continuous in both near and far zones.    Experimental plots are 

shown of the specific recoil impulse I/E from vaporization products of iron 

and aluminum versus the inciflent power density q on the target.    In the 

nonspiking regime,   the threshold q:': of the initial I exceeds by one order of 

magnitude the qi   values in the regular spiking and free-running regimes.    The 

data on regular spiking and nonspiking emission space-time distribution 

show practically equal local peak qx values   - i. e.   2 x 10    and 10    w/cm  , 

for aluminum and iron.    The vaporisation onset at a constant q'l value is 

confirmed by enuality of q::: for aluminum  in the free-running and regular 

spiking regimes. 
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Balitskiy,  A. A. ,   and M.   S.   Baranov.    Effect 

of thermophyaical properties on deep fusion of 

yarloug metals by laser radiation.    FiKhOM, 

no.  4,  1973,  8-13. 

Heat transfer during fusion of a series of metals by laser 

radiation was studied experimentally to help in selecting welding procedures 

and to clarify the discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental 

depth of fusion,   h.    Mickel and Ni-coated specimens of Kovar,   constantan, 

and molybdenum   were irradiated with 1 to 6 msec pulses of variable output 

energy from an Nd glass laser at X -  1.06 JJL.    Oscilloscope traces of laser 

pulses were recorded and h was measured under constant sire and »pace- 

time structure of the focused light spot. 

The tabulated experimental data,   experimental plots,   and 

micrographs of deep fusion cross-section show that,  for meials with nearly 

the sane thermal conductivity X the 1 igher the heat capacity c of a metal, 

the higher is its threshold energy E   .    At a power density W below a critical 

value,   W Is correlated with X and c of a solid metal.    For the same W, 

diameter d and h are lower in a melal with higher c and X.    As W increases 

from threshold to critical value,  d and h in all metals increased nearly 

linearly.     The limiting W value,  below which the  model of a plane heat 

source Is applicable for calculation of metal heating for the purpose of 

welding,   is determined from microsections of deep fusion shapes with the 

factor jj) = d/h = 1.       The limit W of most metals studied is (i.5-4) x 10    j/cm  . 

At a constant W,   d and h increase also linearly with increase in pul«* 

duration. 

•2- 
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Gurevich,  G.   L. ,  and V.   A.   Murav'yev. 

Effect of the temperature dependence of 

reflection coefficient on thin film heating 

by laser radiation.    FiKhOM,   no.  4,   1973, 

26-29. 

Formulas previously derived by the authors (May 1973 

Report,   p.   13) for heat transfer in the center of a small laser-illuminated 

area of a thin film are generalized here to account for the temperature 

dependence of reflection coefficient R(T).    Stationary 9    (0) and nonstationary 

0 (t) temperature fields in the center r = 0 of an elementary area of the 

film surface are formulated.    Solutions are given for 9    (0) and 9   (t) in 

metals,  where the absorption capacity A = 1 -R of the film varies linearly 

with T.    The solutions show that accounting for A(T) results in decrease of 

the threshold power density for film breakdown by the factor A(T   )/A(T  ), 
c o 

where T    and T    are the breakdown and initial temperature respectively. 

In the nons*ationary case,  9 of the film at a time t is approximately 

proportional to A at the same time.    The condition is formulated    ander which 

allowance for R(T) becomes negligible. 

i 

I 

Uglov,   A. A,,  A.  N.  Kokora,   and M.  A. 

Krishtal.    Distribution of various elements 

in interaction genes of a laser beam during 

treatment of alloys.    FiKhOM,   no.  4,  1973, 
3-7. 

Redistribution of alloying elements in the iron-carbon alloy 

zone affected by radiation from a free-running laser is discussed,   on the 

has?- of earlier Soviet experimental data.    A qualitative discussion leads 

lo the  conclusion that the final distribution of alloying elements in the «one 

around a crater must be different from their initial distribution.    Possible 

^■..■.—...... ..,.,.. ...  --    ■       ■   ^.u ...*.         -     ■   -■L—.-.-^^^ 
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4.1«««^      Arrordinclv the eliment 
a ^f «-V,^ redistribution are outlined.    AccoraiiiK y mechanisms of this r«aiBiiiuU j ,_ ,, tUrpp- 

<?too procfss:   a non&taiioiidry 01   ^ r 4.U0 !•■<»* 
rp Ina .nauy.  cryBt.Ui.ati0n of a .hin malt «In- a«ar c...« of .he U.ar 

pulse. 

Accumulation of the impurity aUment. by diffusion into .ha 

liqujd tilm or arion -—;::;-irrrrrrc. 
ohase     The authors' experimental data are gi 
P • .ofKhlZM    4^    3  steels and Arrnco iron,   exposed to 
in the interactxon Zone of Khl2M.  4   ' Local tro. 
a .0 i     1.8 msec pulse from a free-running Nd glass laser. P 

J <" o«^ r-r rnncentration below the laser 
chemical analysis shows a max^mumCand Cr concentr 

boundary of the crater. 

Volod'kina.   V.   U .  and V.   L.  Komolov. 

Thermal breakdo < semiconductors by 

Ught.    ZhTF,  no.  8,  1973.  1766-1769. 

A solution is obtained to the problem of thermal breakdown 

A     inr from the effec t of an optic al radiation normal to its of a sennconductor from the ^  ^ ^ 

surface,  at a trequency lower than fo conduction band, 
radiation^sorption is duo to the presence of free car» 

=:r:r^r;rrr:LT»::- .- 
ins,ead of asBuminB a cons.an. ..mpera.ure T on .he surface. 

The boundary value problem is    analyaed for .he cases of a 

j 1      «^«1      The latter model is assumed to be a long 

T.::V :;: ::ta: ::;Sfe?:niy a. *. ^ra. surface. ^..1 

c^ton's f^rlhermal hreaHc»n are formuia.ed as func.ions of hea. .ransfer 

-1 
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coefficients fl in the 0.1  to oo range and,   in the case of a cylinder,  as a 

function of the optical beam radius po = l/R.    Numerical values of the 

threshold optical intensity \k      for breakdown are tabulated.    It is shown 

that thermal instability threshold differs significantly from that calculated 

in the approximation of a constant T{8 = oc) for cases of a sufficiently small 

8 value.    03 < 1 for a plate,  and /3 < 1 /po log po for a cylinder). 

Nemrhinov. I, V. Gas dispersion behind 

deflagration waves, actuated by powerful 

radiation flux.    ZhPMTF, no.  3,  1973,  41-48. 

The problem of two-dimensional nonstationary gas dispersion 

into vacuum behind a deflagration wave if. analyzed.    The problem arises 

when a powerful radiation flux causes vaporisation of condensed matter 

and generation of subsonic deflagration waves which obey the laws of 

conservation.    The problem is self-similar if the incident flux density varies 

in time according to a power law q~ tn, where transmittance temperature T.,. 

and enthalpy of combustion are constant. 

Two cases are analyzed separately.     In the case of a completely 

transparent gas behind the wave and adiabatic propagation,   an analytical 

solution is obtained tn the set of equations which describe two-dimensional 

nonstationary gas propagation.    From this solution it follows that at n < 0 

the Jouguet rule is invalid,  wave propagation is subsonic and parameters 

of a deflagration wave depend on the flow behind it.      At n > 0 the Jouguet 

rule is valid and subsonic flow is impossible.    In the boundary value case, 

when coefficient of radiation absorption varies stepwise from oo to 0 at 

T = T# and gas dispersion is nonadiabatic an :8othermal wave propagation 

is assumed.    In this case the adiabatic solution in which y-M shows tha'-,  for 

n > 0,  the effective optical depth T^ 0. 25,  i. e. ,   radiation absorption by 

dispersed gas is insignificant,   and for n < 0, "^ > 0. 25. 

 -■- -    ^^^.j^mmi»^-^. 
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Dondarenko,   G.   G.,   L.  I.  Ivanov,   and 

V.   A.   Yanushkevich.    Interaction of giant 

laser pulses with the microstructure of 

aluminum.    FiKhOM,  no.  4,  1973,   19-2i. 

The authors review an electron microscope study of defect 

formal ions in mot a Is from piant laser pulses.    Specimens used were aluminum 

(g9#g9 ;,) discs of 50 fi thickness.    Specimens were first annealed in a vacuum 

oven al 600° C for four hrs,  then were exposed at room temperature in 3 

different regimes,   identified as I,   II and III depending on the level of laser 

pumping,with regime III corresponding to the maximum radiant energy. 

Maximum radiation pulse duration was 50 nsec.    All specimens were 

bombarded under identical geometric conditions. 

A Might damage crater of diameter ~1.5 mm was typically 

noted on specimen surfaces after bombardment,   owing to the evaporation of 

an aluminum layer.    Specimens were then studied under  a type UEMV-100V 

electron microscope.    It was seen that giant pulses led to the formation of 

structural damage in the form of dislocation loops and zones with increased 

concentration of dislocations.    Ttv   character and level of damage in specimens 

depended on the bombarding regime,   as well as the distance of the investigated 

region from the crater epicenter,    Microphotos typical of all three tests 

regimes are included. 

Bondarenko,   B.   V.,   V,  A.   Kuimotsov.   and 

A.   A.  Shchuka.    Field-emission  microscopy 

of the interaction of laser radiation with a tungsten 

txng le crystal     ZhTF,  no.  9,   1973,   1993-1995. 

Critical laser radiant power was determined for tungsten 

single crystals by means of a field emission projecter with resolving power 

-6- 
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of 40-6()Ä.     DoHorplion of r<'Hiduftl guttca on lh<« crystal uurfaces was also 

studied durir    a laser irradiation process (ruby laser,  X - 6943Ä).    The 

electron projecter was of a typical construction with a tunpsten point, which 
-8 was irradiated at a residual gas pressure p~10      torr.    The residual gas 

spectrum was determined by an RMO-4s      Omegatron type device (Table 1). 

Table 1 

Mass spectra of residual gases 
1 

MM«* <5äS famssuxe 

40 Ar I^-IO10 

28 CU i N, 4.'. 10" 

18 
17 
1Ü 

lUJ 1.M0 10 

HI 

14 
(.11, 2.b■IO•,0 

4 Ho 4.010-" 

2 M, 1.08 10-' 

Cleaning of the tested tungsten single crystal surface from adatoms was 

done by temporary heating of the point up to 2600° K.    Field emission images 

of a pure tungsten single crystal are shown in Fig.   1.    In the course of time 

the cold point became covered with residual gas adatoms,  which fixed the 

change of field-emission images during simultaneous measurement of emission 

current in the adsorption process. 

The time required for changing electron work function during 

adsorption process was about J^ min.   (Fig.  1).    Critical power density for 
7 2 

tungsten was found to be 1. 1 x 10    watt/cm  .    Radiation at densities  enough 

above critical caused destruction of the tungsten crystal surface,  while at 

•7- 
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Jfl J4 

Pig.   1.     Time dependence of field-emiBaion 
current,   explosive adsorption ot residual gases, 
and subsequent dosorption by laser radiation. 
Photos are lield-emission irnapes of single 
crystal point during adsorption (1-7) and dtsorption 
(8) of residual gases. 

densities below critical only local heating and desorption of residual gases 

were noted.    The authors point out that the combined use cf laser radiation 

and field-emission  microst opy is highly promising for studying interaction 

processes of radiation with metal and semiconductor surfaces at levels close 

to atomic. 

.. ...^.u.,^^—ui,-,   .   ,.     ;,   ..> -■„„.. «,. ■    w.^.   •     —... |i|,||||,| .1 
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Marin,   O.   Ye. ,  N.  F.   Pilipetskiy,  and 

V.  A.  Upadyshev.    Self-oscillating propagation 

of laser cracks.    MP,  no. 3,  1973,  475-481. 

The abrupt character of laser crack propagation was 

experimentally investigated in PMMA.    Both ruby and neodymium lasers 

were used in the experiment, working in a multipeak regime with nominal pulse 
-3 8 duration r. = 10      soc,  and pulse energy = 10    erg.    Fig.  1 is a photo of a 

crack surface with curved lines,   showing; traces of the abrupt propagation 

i m ■■    NPMpfM 

i ■ . 

* 

i ---•■■ 

itarrii  ■ 

••» • 

-< 

. ahhkä^at Aäm* 

Fig.   1.    Crack surface with curved lines. 

I 
of crack surfaces.     Propagation occurred such that ihe crack forms 

remained circulcxr.    This made the cracks more stable,   since the wtiole 

perimeter of the crack remained in an equal stress condition.    Cracks formed 

by beams of rectangular cross-section were also seen to have a circular 

form (Fig.  2).    In this case the successive propagation of crack surfaces 

—^ ■   - .. :;,.,■ 
■      .i^ML*^.,.»... 
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p 
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; 

Fig.   L.     Crack surface from exposure to 
a rectangular laser beam. 

tool< place perpendicular to the longer dimension of the rectangle, until 

the crack becaim   circular.    Fig.   3 illustrates the character of laser crack 

formation,   showing pressure drops estimated in the cracks during jumps. 

The development of cracks up to macrosizes thus takes place in discrete 

jumps.    Self-oscillating crack propagation is very stable; it was obtained 

here with a spike-free lasf-r pulse.    Cracks develop becaus e of the splitting 

action of gas in them,   the gas being generated as a result of polymer 

dissocialion.    However,   rh«> mechanism causing opacity of the cracks to laser 

radiation requires further study.    A quantitative formulation of laser crack 

formation will be more complete,  when the dynamics of radiant energy 

absorption by cracks is taken into account. 

-in- 
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1 
1 
1 
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PM. iy.   i.    C'raph illufti Ating discrctr propwigation 
of laser cxScks,     Dy  - crack diameter;  PT - gas 
pressure in crack; t  - time, 

ApJ      0.2  1'^  iirrijt/
|5r]   " pressure increase in 

stationary crack; 
Apg  =  0. i   P.,  lirnit/^.;   - pressure drop after jump, 

i. e after increase of diameter by &}• At - pause 
interval. 

Kask,   N.   Ye.,   L. S.   Korniyenko,   and G.   M. 

Fedorov,    Thermal ('■■struction mechanism of 

optical glass by laser radiation.    DANSSSR, 

v.  211,  no. 6,  1973,  1317-1319. 

E 
i. 

The therinal destruction mechanism of optical glass was 

investigated,  using a 2 k| pulsed neodymium laser with pulse duration in 

the range of 1-10 nsec.    The laser operated in a random as well as 

quasicontinuous pulsed regime with modulation level less than 5%.    Laser 

radiation was focus» d internally or on the surface of optical glass by a I 

with f = HO  mm.    Fig.   1 shows relationships of threshold energy density of 
ens 

-11 
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AV/V = volume deformation = 3o-T       , where a. - I   avg I 
coefficient of linear expansion for liquid glass, and 

P = hydrostatic pressure. 

When the fusion formed at the focal point reaches the surface,  P = 1 kg/cm . 

In such a case the surface threshold energy density heats the surface up to 

-«ZOOO    C, which corresponds to the critical temperature of SiO-O destruction. 

Usittg experimental values for the threshold energy density for glass 

destruction,  the aothors found the corresponding hydrostatic pressure to be 
4 2 

6* 10    kg/cm , which agrees well with results of previous works. 

LI 

» m 

Voronov,  G. S.,  and A.  P.  Prokhorov. 

Studying the effectiveness of laser plasma 

confinement by a magnetic field.    ZhTF, 

no.  8,  1973,  1641-1645. 

The process of arresting and confining a laser plasma by a 

magnetic field was experimentally investigated.    The experiment was 

conducted in a cylindrical vacuum chambe-   of 10 cm diameter and 100 cm 

in length (Fig.  1).    A uniform magnetic field of 2 kgs intensity was applied 

0-0 
A. 

r/t) 

m } 

S--—i ;■ •■ u 

Fig.  1.   Plasma chamber experiment. 
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by a solenoid wound on the chamber; the geometry of the injecting cross- 

section was similar to that used in experiments on the TOR-1 stellarator. 

A  100 mw neodymium laser was focused on a lithium 

target,   consisting of a solid disc 25 cm in diameter and 5 mm thick 

placed similarly as in the TOR-1.    The focal point on the target surface 

was variable fror» 0. 5 to 5 mm by a lens.    The quantity of plasma  trapped 

by the magnetic field was measured by an 8 cm diameter collector,  placed 

perpendicularly to the magnetic field at about 40 cm from the injecting 

cross-section.    The collector was composed of two stainless 0.3 mm steel 

plates with the front plate „rounded.    The ion component of the plasma was 

then recorded by lite rear plate.    An ion collector of «imilar construction 

recorded (he plasma drift to the chamber walls. 

Movement of plasma across the magnetic field was studied 

by photographying the plasn a in the green line of singly ionized lithium. 

X = 54H5Ä.    Curv(     were drawn lor the quantity of generated and confined 

plasma (Figs.   2. and 3)      The amount of confined plasma was found preportional 

•3-2-1 0 1 I 3 »i 5 
(i,rel,units 

Q.  re!,   units 

Fig    2.    Quantity of generated (I) Fig.  3.    Q^n^yof generated (I) 
nd confined (II) plasma as a function and confined (II)  laser plasma as a 

of laser pulse energy. function of the position of lens focus p relative to target surface. 

.. 
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0 
to the quantity generated; in the present configuration the effectiveness 

of plasma confinement was measured at KW..    A method is suggested for 

increasing the effectiveness of plasma confinement by increasing the angle 

0 between target plan<- and magnetic field direction,   as seen in Fig. 4. 

C 50 

u 30 

S*' 

0    w 
y. deK, 

io   m 

\ 

■ 

I 

i i 

'""•-.   4.    Relationship of the confined 
plasma as a function of angle <ö and 
m  ^netic fiVId. 

(iaser beam i-mag,   field). 

Uglov,   A,   A, Seminar^on physics and 

chemistry of materinl processing by con- 

rentrated energy flux.    FiKhOM,   no.  4, 

1973,  157-159. 

Laser radiation interaction with materials was the main 

topic at the 38th regular Seminar,  held January 11,   1Q73 at the Baykov 

Institute of Metallurgy,   AS USSR under the chairmanship of Academician 

M.   N.  Rykalin,    A brief summary is given of the seven papers presented 

to an audience of over 100 representatives of scientific organirations from 

different Soviet cities.     Four papers deal with interaction of laser radiation 

-15- 
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with transparent dielectric«,   ami three are devoted to the prohlems of 

interaction with m««talB.    Two papers-one given by V.   G.   Andreyev, 

(Moscow) and the other by S.   I.   Anisimov,  and B,  I.  Makshentsev (Moscow) 

dealt with the theory of crack formation in glass from exposure to C02 

laser radiation,  and optical breakdown of transparent dielectrics,  respec- 

tively.     The authors of two other papers on transparent dielectrics, 

Yu.  N.   Lokhov,   et al.and S.   I.   Zakharov,   et al (both from Moscow) - 

presented some theoretical and experimental daU  on the effect of giant 

pulse radiation absorption on the surface and shock wave formation by 

interaction with a single laser pulse focused within a dielectric. 

Experimental data on laser beam interaction with metals 

were presented by M.  S.   Raranov,  et al.(Moscow) in a paper on the 

mechanism of deep fusion from interaction with pulsed laser radiation, 

and by A.  A,   Uglov,   et al (Moscow and Saratov) in their paper on sealing 

of holes produced in metal plates by a laser beam.    The only theoretical 

paper on inti raction with metals was given by M.  N.   Libenson (Leningrad). 

Aliyev,   Yu.   M. ,   O. M,  Clradov,  and A.   Yu. 

Kiriy.    Parametric instability theory of a 

confined uniform plasma.    ZhTF,  no. 6,   1973, 

1163-1169. 

Stationary nonlinear penetration of a semi-confined (E > 0) 

transparent plasma by a transverse electromagnetic wave is analyeed. 

Nonlinearity of penetration is due to parametric interaction between the 

plasma and longitudinal ion-acoustic waves.    Normal incidence of the 

transverse wave is considered,   and its frequency o.^ is assumed to be cloBe 

to that of the plasma,   a?p.    The Maxwell equations of elec tromagnetic field 
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and hydrodynamic equativ^ns of nonisothcrmir plasm i are used lo 

descrilie nonlinear penetration by the incident field. 

Dissipation of the incident field owing to transverse vave 

excitation is described by an approximate expression for transverse 

electric current,   i,.     .    Tlsing the expression for i,.     ,   the  averaged diss B r ■'diss 0 

absorbed power and the effective conductivity cr   ..are formulated.    It 

is shown that in the case of a weak dissipation, rr   ,f is inversely proportional 

to the depth L of penetration by the pumpinp wave.    The L value is 

estimated hire with logarithmic accuracy.    In this way a significant increase 

in a   rr with a decrease in L is deduced from comparison with linear elt 
penetration. 

Chernenko,   V,   M.    Electron scatter near 

a laser focus.    ZhETF,   v.  64,   no.  6,  1973, 

1975-1985. 

Results ar»   presented of a comparative theoretical and 

experimental study of «low electron    scatter from passing near the focus 

of a Q-switched ruby laser.    The scattering angle  9 of an electron is 

calculated by the averaging method as a function of the electron impact 

parameter,  using either a classical or quantum mechanical description 

of electron motion in a laser field.    Kxperimentally,   6 was determined 

by methods similar to those used for detection of the Kapitsa-Dirac effect. 

A single-stage Q-swit« hed ruby laser  ~10 Mw was used in the experiments. 

Laser pulse duration was ^-SO nsec and pulse repetition rate was one per 
2 minute.     A /-30 eV electron beam with ~0.1 x 1 mm    cross-section and 

~5 x 10      ra i divergence was passed near the laser focus.    The experimental 

data arc showr. to be in qualitative agreement with the theoretical curves. 

17- 
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Thus,   tho effect of elrctron scatter by a focused laser beam is experimentally 

established,  although a quantitative interpretation of the effect is difficult. 

The cited effect is tr.-atod as a stimulated Compton effect and,   as such, 

may be connected with the problem of plasma heating by laser radiation. 

r.onch-Rruyevich,   A.  M. ,   L.  N.  Kaporskiy, 

and A.   A.   Romanenkov.     Effect of dielectric 

surface on optical breaVdown of a gas.    ZhTF, 

no.  8,   1973,   1746-1747. 

The effect of dielectric surface on the threshold value of 

optical breakdown of air (OBA) was experimentally investigated.    The 

experiment (Fig.  1) v. as londucteri using a laser of the inorganic solution 

Fig.   I.    Experimental sketch. 

1- Glass specimen,   Z- Focusing lens. 

POCje3SnC£4:Nd 3+ which general ed a burst of 4-5 giant pulses with 

peak  power - 50 Mw,   followed by an interval of 100 p.Bec; angular divergence 

of the radiation was 8 mrad.    Distribution of radiant power density around 

the focal point,  whose diameter was 400 ^im, was smooth and bell-shaped. 

Duration of a single pulse (or any one of the giant pulses) equalled 50 nsec, 

at an energy of 2-3 joules.    Radiation was focused by a lens at f = 50 mm, 

and  a K-8 glass plate was placed at a distance L from the focal plane (Fig.  1), 

. 18- 
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At lar^« valuea ul  L,   the threaholfl breakdown VPIU** 

correspondcfi to that of a flinj^lo-pulse with no plass plate,   and equalled 
10 2 

5.7 x 10      watt/cin  .    The threshold value continuously dropped by 2-5 

times as the glass plate was brought nearer to the focal plane,   ultimatelv 

reaching a value close to the threshold of glass    urfa< e destruction.    The 

thrrshotd value  jf ORA was also found to increase at distances very close 

to the glass plate surface.     Effect of d      metric surface on OBA was observed 

over distances L =  5-30 nun,   and depended on the quality of the surface. 

Dull surfaces,  having low radiation stability,   showed the biggest long- 

range interaction. 

Bunkin,   F.   V. ,   and V.   M.  Komissarov. 

Optical excitation of acoustic waves. 

Akusticheskiy'ahurnal,  no. 3,  1973, 

305-320. 

Theoretical and experimental data on exertion of acoustic 

waves during interaction of a powerful laser beam with liquids are reviewed 

and discussed.    The review is based on 1950-1972 publications,   about half 

of which are Soviet-bloc. 

For discussion purposes,   the various mechanisms of 

acoustooptical eycitation are divided into two main groups,   according to the 

medium behavior as a function of light.    A pulsed excitation proceeds from 

nonuniform heating of a light-absorbing medium by radiation of nonuniformly 

distributed intensity,   or on account of a sudden change in aggregate state 

of a light absorbing medium,   e. g.,   evaporation or ionization; the electro- 

striction effect Is another type of sound excitation mechanism in transparent 

media.    Radiation can be absorbed either within or on the surface layer of a 
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medium.    In the first case,   the absorbed energy density can be high,   i.e. , 

of the order of 10    j/cm  ; in this case a high-power acoustic wave is 

generated by explosive boiling with a rapid expansion of vapor cavities, 

or by optical breakdown if incident radiation intensity attains the threshold 

value.    The optical breakdown is the most efficient mechanism of sound 

generation.    Also,  the internally absorbed en-rgy may be low and insufficient 

for liquid evaporation.    In this case,   sound is generated by high-power 

incident radiation owing to expansion of rapidly heated liquid volume. 

Radiation absorption is weak also in a thin surface layer. 

In this case,   an acoustic wave can be generated from a laser pulse 

Interaction with the medium by a thermoelastic stress mechanism without 

evaporation,   or by the recoil impulse produced by liquid evaporation.    Sound 

wave harmonics ran also be generated from electrostriction and photo- 

elasticity effects by interaction of two optical waves of different frequency 

within a medium.    The cited theories of acoustic wave excitatior «re 

illustrated, with numerical estimates of excitation in water under conditions 

typical for the described experiments.    The authors conclude that optical 

generation of HF acoustic waves may acquire importance in devices based 
on light diffraction by hypersonic waves. 
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B'     Recent Selection« 

i.   Beam Target Effecte 

A.hm.rin. I. I..   yu. A.  B)rkovskiyi A   j   Lark.n   ^ ^   A 

2h
i
T

nrkin- itemi^h.r,ct,H.tig. of,. .■_■...,    ;. 
ZhTF,  no.  11,  1973,  2397-2401. *-        ' 

Bond,       ko   G. c.,  L   ,   Ivanov   ^^   A    Y„ushkev.ch     ^^ 

o       rucur.! H.ma^ in nl,,^,,,-,, c.u.ed bv ci.nt  

FMiM,  no.  4,  1973,  879-H80.   

B°'hkr- ^ l-   ?"^""r °f ■ >ran.P.rent liquid l.v. „.. 
og-cal rad.ation ».IH.   IVUZ Radio«., no   8, 1973, 1183-1197  

Devy.^,  a. G.,  N.  V.  Lari„,  a. A. M.k.imov,  .„d A. I. Suchk.v. 
loni^MUa of chgnial el.n,^. and.      .„„,        zhFKh 

no.  U,   197J,  2917-2919. 

K"k.  N    Ve.,  U s. Kor„iye„ko.  and C. M.  Pedorov.   D..tructlon 

SL0S*kiL£im "y la3.r_^diation,   ZhTF. „o. 11. 1973.  2388-2396. 

Larionov.  N.  P.,  A.  v.   ,.„«„,  and K s   ^^   „^^^ 

v.   i5.   no.   5.  1973.   907-910.   

".it...  M.  P.. andl. V.  Feke.hg.,1.    En.r^eti. .nH gm« 
charac.eri.lic of a .a.^ p.,..,  pa„ing thr„„ffh . ,._ 

f^'^ffa"'   IN:   SK  Wantovaya .l^r^i,  Klyv, «7 7. 
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LiBitsa,  M.   P.,   and T.   V.   PekeahgaBi.    Effect of amhient 

atmospherir preHBure on the destruction process of transparent glass 

surfaces by laser radiation.    JN:   Sb.Kvantovaya elektronika. Kiyev, 

no.   7,   1973,   71-76. 

Litvinova,   L.  I.    Study of factors affecting the interaction of ruby 

laser radiation with tantalum plates.    IN;   Sb.  Materialy II Reap. 

konf.  molodykh uchenykh  po  fie.   In-t fiB.   AN BSSR,  1972,   no.  2 

Minsk,  1973,   93-94.    (RZhRadiot,  11/73,  no.  llYel66) 

Plis,   A.  I. ,   Ye.   L.  Tyurin,   and V.  A. Shcheglov.    Thermal wave 

in a substance,   initiated by laser radiation.    ZhTF,   no.  11,  1973, 

2267-2272. 

ii.      Ream-Plasma Interaction 

Andreyev,   N.   Ye.,   V.   V.   Pustovalov,   V.   P.  Silin,   and V.  T. 

TikhonchuV-.    Nonstationary parametric turbulence of a plasma. 

ZhETF P,   v.  18,   no.  10,   1973,  624-629. 

Gribkov.   V.  A.,   O.   N.   Krokhin,   G.   V. Skliekov,   N.   V.   Filippov, 

and T.  I.  Filippova.    A powerful neutron source based on a Z-pinch. 

ZhETF P,   v.  18,   no.  9,  1973,   541-544. 

Kudrevatova, O. V., L. V. Norinskiy, and V. A. Pryadein. Invest- 

igating the frequency dependence of optical breakdown in air. ZhTF, 

no.   11,  1973,   2347-2353. 

Pustovalov,   V.  V.,   V.   P. Silin,  and V.  T.  Tikhonchuk.    Nonlinear 

conversion of radiation into plasma waves.    ZhETF,   v. 65,   no.  5, 

1973,  1880-1892. 
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2.    Effects of Strong Exploeions 

A.    Abstracts 

Gryaenov,   V.   K.,   I.   L. Sosilevskiy,   and 

V.   Ye.   Fortov.    Calculating shock adiabats 

of argon and xenon.    ZhPMTF,  no.   3,   1973, 

70-76. 

Shock adiabats of Ar and Xe were calculated for the range of 

parameters which are to be found in experimental recording of expansion 

isentropes of an inert condensed medium and detonation products,   or in an 

explosion-generated radiating plas   la.    Accordingly the electron excitation, 

ionization,  and Coulomb interaction among free charged particles are taken 

into account in thermodynamic calculations.    Solutions of hydrodynamic and 

thermodynamic sets of equations were computed separately.    An iteration 

method was used to calculate equilibrium composition and  thermodynamic 

functions of multiple ionir^d gas lor given T and p. 

The calculated dat i are presented graphically as functions of 

the shock front propagation rale D at initial gas pressure P    = 0.2-30 bar. 

The state of isentropic expansion can be determined from the calculated p 

and D/u plots (u is the mass velocity at the gas-shock  compressed barrier 

boundary) and the measured D values.    It is shown that the contribution of 

bound states to plasma thermodynamic functions and the effect of plasma 

deviation from ideal state,   increase with increase in P ,   At low P ,   optical 
o o 

radiation flux in Xe may attain half the value of hydrodynamic flux but only 

< 0.05 of that flux value in Ar.    The estimated energy loss by radiation is 

small in the region of gas transmittance from \ - oo to 0,1 |x. 
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Makovskiy.   Yu.   F.,   and F.   V. Shugayov 

hleraction of a shock jvay. with Mum bodi.g 

'" s"Pe"""'> Oow      I-FZh,  v.   25,  no.   1 
m3,   107-110. 

de„sitv fi.M      An e,IPerime,rtal ^"—-ation „aS performed of „as 

^ no», SUOH a Proble: ir. tr^Tdie b:dy in super8onic 

a Supers„nic body in the a.mosphere ' 0nall0n "^ *"'* °* 

and „.o succes^nCk I! WaS ^ ^ ' ^"^^ ^k ^e 
MaeH nu^e^IeZ ^—"-"^-.OO „ec Interva,.   TH. 

■• 50 and M    ■   ,  4 "" ,he '^^ ■hock **" "«" M. = ,.44- 

Maeh-Zen/e.   „',!   f'       r<'SP",1V"y-    C" "-"V P ™ measured w th a 

ar/JLnVr 'nz" "r8^fwd8 - - —' - 
P/P, dis.ribu.on in t "   r    ^ ^™*"' *« *e relativ, density 

>a nearly the same as   he   r 1 ,    ^"i « T^ ^ ^ """'^ """ 

P - a giVe„ poi„( „f pertn^n ^Jo:"^ T" T "^ ^ ^ oiaouizea after a  ^Ka-fa^t-^—i-i.* 
time interval t. between the on^>f nf characteristic 

the merged reacted and ieadTng shlir "n'"aC,i0n and '" ^ ^ ^ 

Tyunyayev,   Vu.  I.  and V.  N. Mineyev. 

^l^^MlHILniechanism of dopeH alkgU^halide 

££ZgIllUn_sh0ck waves      FTT.   no. 6.   1973 
1901-1904. 

I. 
The impurity component P1 

determined experimentally in Ca + 2.   Mn 
crystals,  and in Mg+2 doped LiF 

P   of shock polarization P   was 
+ Z    c +2      -l o 

• »r    ,1    ,  or F- doped NaCl 

crystals,  compressed by Shockwaves at 
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pressures in the 20-276 and 56-676 kbar ranges,   respectively.    Before  ^ 

compression the specimens were isothermally annealed at T ' = 300-600    C 

and cooled to 20° C at a rate T  = 0.5-103 deg/min.    Some were aged at 

20° C for about 20 months. 

The experimental P^ plots show that     P^C)     increases 

with increase in C.  the dopant concentration; also P^T) exhibits a maximum 

and ^ (T*) exhibits a characteristic step at T* = 400-500° C.     Age dislocations 

and monovalent anionic impurities did not affect Po.    The four possible 

mechanisms of impurity polarization are discussed in the light of the cited 

data. 

Tho conclusion was drawn that emergence of P^ within a larger 

than atomic volume in a minimum time of 5-10-8 sec.  can be explained only 

by dipole rotation in the field of dislocations moving with the shock wavefron,. 

In the framework of this mechanism.    P^   is ~Nd.  the single dipoles concen- 

tration,   in agreement with the analysis of earlier data on the state of M 

ions in alkali-halide crystals. 

Breusov.  O.   N. .   A.  N.   Dremin,  V.  N. 

Drobyshev,   and S .   V.  Pershin.    Action of 

shock waves on tantalum pentoxide.     ZhNKh, 

v.  18,  no.  2.   1973.   29^-29^    (RZhKh.  12/73, 

no.  12B866).   (Translation), 

The interaction of shock waves with tantalum pentoxide is 

studied.    Interconvertibility of the low-temperature 0-phase with the high- 

temperature «-phase is shown during nondestructive shock compression of 

Ta  O   .    The cited conversions are adequately explained as the effect of 

a highly defective structure  of the substance and an elevated residual 

temperature.    Under more rigid conditions of P and T in compression,  the 
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nonstoichiometric Ta^  o.O^ subtraction phase was obtained.    The Ta.   o^O^ u» OJ    ^ 0,83    2 
phase crystallizes in a tetragonal system of the rutile type with lattice 

parameters a,   c,   and c/a equal to 4. 768 A,   3. 069 A,  and 0.644,   respectively. 
3 

X-ray density is K.67 g/cm  . 

Perrverzev,   A.   Ye. ,   D.   A.   Vlaso,   and D.  Kh. 

Kulcv.    Action of shock waves on polymers. 

/hPKh,   no.   8,   1973,   1847-1849. 

X-ray diffraction data and   electron microphotographs of 

several amorphous polymers,   shock-compresoed to 60 kbar,   are given to 

illustrate shock-induced structural changes in these polymers.    Hardened 

cpoxy- and polyester-resins; pol/fdicthyleneglyeol adipirate) with 

Polyurethane rubber plasticizer .PPK); divinyl (SKD); and acrylonitrile (SKN) 

synthetic rubbers were shock-compressed under 20-60 kbar pressures for 

2-5 |i sec.    All rited polymers exhibited an increased deformation of the super- 

molecular structure segments,   and an increase in amorphization with 

increase in shock wave amplitude. 

The band structure of the SKD and SKN rubbers wa- re-oriented 

to a nearly sphorulitic structure under 3 9 kbar pressure.    The band structure 

of the PPK spet imens was broken under 60 kg pressure into smaller 

structural elements which pave rise to a more organised secondary structure. 

The degree of orientation,  however,   of the chain molecules in the original 

bundles did not increase from the shock effect.    The secondary structure of 

the resins remained morphologically unchanged. 

The band aggregation in rubber-like polymers after their shock 

breakdown is a notcworthv phenomenon,  because it is accomplished in a time 
-12 

(10  " sec) without precedent under usual conditions of chemical transformations 

in polymers. 
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Kanel', G.  I. and A.  N.  Dremin.    Electric 

signals ilvirin;; sliork-wayo compression of 

nu-ials.    DANSSSR,   v.   211,   no. 6.   1973, 

1314-1316. 

T 

I 

I 

1 

If was noted in a previous investigation thatwhen determining 

the   pressuro profiles  m shock waves passing through metal  spei imens by 

mrans of manganese detectors,   the recorded signals were distorted hy 

electric   noise at the moment of entry ol the shock-wave front.    The present 

paper presents a preliminary invesiigai ion of the electric signals generated 

by metal  specimens compressed by a shock wave under conditions similar to 

those during operation of manganese detectors.    The specimens tested 

included N-l  copper,   AD-l aluminum,    \rmco iron and nickel.    The pressure 

behind the shock-..'ave front in the t opper,   iron and nickel was ^SO ± 15 kbar 

and that  in aluminum was i!S0 -i  1 r' kbar.     The entrance of the shock-wave 

front into the specimen WAS noted by relatively weak perturbations,   and passage 

of the shock-wave front through the elei trode was accompanied by a sharp 

voltage drop.    The polarity of the signals related 1o passage of the wave front 

through the electrode was negative and signal amplitude decreased monotonicallv 

in time without variation of polarity up to the moment of approach of the 

reflected rarefaction wave fron the free  surface of the specimen in experiments 

with copper,   nickel and   iron. 

There was a net pressure drop directly behind the shock-wave 

front on the load resistor, e. g,   1.2 ^  0.1 V for topper,   1.0 V for nickel and 

2.0 ± 0, S V for iron.    The signals had a somewhat different nature for 

aluminum specimens; during passage of the wave front through the  electrode 

a positive signal with an amplitude of 2. 0 ± 0.4 V was recorded; the signal 

changed polarity within 0, i-0.4 [isec.     Replacing the copper electrode for 

aluminum in the experiments with copper and aluminum specimens did not 

reveal any appreciable variations of amplitude or nature of the recorded signals. 

It is concluded that the more   probable source of the observed signals is 

dynamic redistribution of the volume electric charges in the   metal specimens, 

caused by the shock-wave front. 
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Karasev,   A.   B. ,   and T.   V.  Kondranin. 

C> rtain laws of heat exchange in a hypersonic 

shock layer under conditions of mass removal. 

M/.hiG,  no.  3,   1973,   136-143. 

A .systematic analysis is presented of heat transfer character- 

istics in a thermally conductive,   selectively radiative {-as flow around a 

blunt body,   in the   vicinity of the zero-flow line, with gas injection into the 

boundary ablatior. layer.    The analysis was necessary to draw generaliaed 

conclusions abou' the effort of optical and transport characteristics of 

gaseous components on radiative and convective heat-transfer.    Using 

simplified Navier-Stokes equations a closed set of differential equations was 

derived lo describe flow field in the vicinity of the stagnation point. 

Calculations were made for a wide range of gas injection flow rates around a 

body of 0. 3 to 3. 0 m radius at stagnation pressures from 0. 1 to 10 atm and 

stagnation temperatures in the U x 10    - 18 x 10   0 K range.    A generalieed 

conclusion on the  efficiency of the shielding effect of radiation from the 

inviscid region was drawn from the calculated data, which are graphiually 

illustrated.    It it-  shown ihat the magnitude of convective heat flux is 

practically unaffected by taking into account the radiant energy transfer in 

the can   of injeclion of gaseous products of different spectral characteristics. 

Maximum variation in the integral radiative heat flow to the surface was 

< 20-3 0" . 

- 

Nazin,   V.   V.    Construction methods which reduce 

srismic eli'Mts on buildings.    IN:   Sbornik Seys- 

michnost',   ieysmich,   opasnost' Kryma i seys- 

mostoyko  t' str-va.    Kiyev,  izd-vo Nauk dumka, 

lr»72,  147-159.     'R/hMekh,   5/75,   no.   5V819) 

(Translation). 

A double-chord structure of reinforced concrete with reinforced 

cement ellipsoids of revolution between the chords is proposed as a joint 
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between the foundation and a wall of a building.    The upper chord may shift 

its position in relation to the lower chord (and vice versa) by an amount 

equal to the amplitude of a 7-9 scale earthquake (the slructure is designed 

on the basis of stable equilibrium).    Having the response fall outside the 

range of earthquake frequencies is made possible by changing the ratio of 

the minor to major axes of the ellipsoid of revolution, which controls the 

free oscillations period of the slructure.    Insertion of restraints allows a 

smooth working of the nearly aperiodic system.     Efficiency of the structure 

was confirmed by testing on a seismic platform.    Load or. the ellipsoids 

of revolution remained practically in a state of rest during loading of the 

pla'form.    Test loading indicated ihat an ellipsoid of revolution can sustain 

up to 1, 000 kg loads,   i. e. ,  a load of a 5 to 15 story building.    A neoprene 

or nondecaying rubber elastic insert between a wall and the antiseismic 

chord decreases the vertical component of seismic force. 

Vovk,   A.   A. ,  G.   I.   ("hernyy and A.   V. 

Mikhalyuk,    Conirol of the crack formation 

process in compressible rocks during a 

c onfined explosion.     FiEiko-tekhnicheskiye 

problemy razrabotki poleznykh iskopayemykh, 

no. 6,   1972,   70-74. 

A series of experiments  is described for studying the laws 

of crack formation during the explosion of charges in air cavities in soils 

with different moisture contents.    Experiments were conducted with explosions 
3 

of concentrated charges for scattering effects in clay (density 1850 kg/m ) 

and moisture content 25. 5% by weight and for confined effects in loam 
3 

(density 1990 kg/m    and moisture content 14. 2% by weight).    The explosive 

used was trotyl,   and weights of the charges were 0.2 kg and 0.4 kg for clay 

and loam respectively.    The volume of the air cavity was varied from zero 

to 100%, 
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It was ol>HiTved that with an initial increase in cavity sire, 

the relative surface aroa of the cavity X,   forming a part of the cracks, 

decreased sharply; with further increase,   the value of X increased slightly 

and then dropped continuously.    The depth of crack propagation depended 

considerably on the value of air cavity X.    The moisture content of soil 

massifs was similarly seen to have a considerable effect on their cracking 

during the confined explosion.    Graphical data illustrating these relations 

are included. 

Prishchepa,    Ye.  A.,   Yu.   F.  Kucheryavyy, 

and V.   I.  Maynov.    Effective method of reducing 

seismic effects in the near zone.    IN:   Goreniye 

i vzryv; Materialy simposiuma.  Moskva,  i»d-vo 

Nanka,  1972,  181-184. 

To reduce the seismic effect of large explosions in nearby areas 

of the Kremenchu-; granite quarry,  a series of test explosions were conducted 

with borehole charges 190 mm in diameter with and without air compensators 

(gaps) (Fig.  1).    Figure 2 shows the layout of two series of experiments 

conducted.    The overall weight of the charge in the first series (without air 

gap) was 4480 kg {50% trotyl and ^0"' NO 6-Zh V ammonite),  and in the second 

series (with air gap) - 2960 kg (65% trotyl and 3 5 "'o NO 6-Zh V ammonite). 

Seismograms were made (Fig.   3),   and it was seen that the velocity of ground 

motion in the first case was 42 cm/sec and in the second,  30.7 cm/sec 

(which is about 11% less, when reduced to the weight of first series).    It is 

concluded that: 

1)    The use of charges with an air gap at the borehole    bottom 

provides a reduction of seismic shocks in nearby areas. 
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Fig.   1.    Sketch of full charge (a) and charge 
with air gap (h). 

1 - Tampinp; 2- "^O 6-Zh V ammonite;   3- trotyl; 
A- main and back-up detonator lead; 5- detonator; 
6- paper waddinu; 7- air gap. 
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Fig.   2. Arrangement of experimental charges. 

I- Conventional full charges; II- Charges with air 
gaps. 
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Fig.  3,     Seismograms of test explosions. 

I- Without air gap; II- with air gap. 

2)    The use of such a charge reduces the amountof explosive 

used,, which yields a considerable annual savings with a simultaneous 

reduction of expenditures for equipment repairs; 

3)    By usinp such charges,   it is possible to increase the 

capacity of large explosions by 20%, with no increase in seismic effects. 

' 

Rakhuha,   V.  K. .   and N.   N", Stolovich. 

Optimiging the energy transfer process during 

electric wire explosion in liquid.    ZhTF,  no. 

6.   1973,   1222-1227. 

Experimental electric explosions of various metal wires with 

different diameter d and length i. are described.    The experiments were 

designed to optimise the conditions lor conversion of electrical energy stored 
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in a capacitor to mechanical cnerßy. 

Experimental data previously obtained hy different authors 

has showed that the earlier assumed independence of the optimum volume 
Vopt of exploding wire from the frequency of self-oscillations of the 

discharge circuit was incorrect.    In these experiments,   the relative 

maximum increase in diameter of a cylindrical thin-wall detector was used 

as the only criterion of the efficiency of the explosion energy conversion 

into mechanical energy of deformation.    As a result of numerous experiments 

including earlier ones of the authors (February '73 Report,   p.  13),   V 

was expressed by an approximate formula as a function of the dischar^ circuit 

parameters   f and U/l.    This approximation was found to be in good agreement 

with the earlier data,   including the authors' own data.    The conclusion was 

drawn that selection of V of exploding wire with the help of the cited 

approximation insures the maximum input energy into the  discharge channel. 

Kuchinskiy,   V.   G. ,   V.   T.  Mikhkel'soo, 

and G.   A.  Shneerson.     Megaampere switch 

with   exploding foil for studying magnetic 

cumulation.    PTE,  no.   3,  1973,  108-112. 

h 

A switching device using exploding aluminum foil was designed 

for reproducibly switching electric currents up to 1 Ma in a low-inductance 

circuit for studying applicability of simple models to the description of 

magnetic cumulation.    The experimental arrangement for magnetic 

cumulation is described.    The system consists of a single-coil solenoid and 

the switching device with two discharge gaps.    Reduction of the circuit 

inductance is obtained by connecting the switch directly to busbars of a step- 

down transformer,  and placing one of the discharge gaps directlv below one 
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of the solenoid connections.    Power is supplied by a capacitor bank through 

the transformer.     The magnetic field of the solenoid served to compress 

a thin cylindrical shell in the bore of the solenoid. 

The method for selecting the parameters and dimensions 

of the exploding foi1 is outlined under conditions of experimental shorting 
11 

and actual operatinfj conditions.     A maximum ~5 x 10      a/sec.  current 

rise time was obtained in the shorting experiments; a magnetic induction 

field of 150 T was obtained in one experiment.    Commutation time was in 

the 1.1-4.4 [isec range,    A numerical analysis of the commutation process 

under actual operating < onditions indicated that the process can be described 

as intermediate between two simplified phenomonelogical models of the 

switch resistance changes. 

Chachin,   V.   N. ,  V.   K. Rakhuba,   and N.  N. 

Stolovich.    Investipating the deformation rate 

of tubular parts during their expansion by 

electric explosion.    IAN B,   ser.  fie-tekhn. , 

no.   2,   1973,   79-81. 

Experimental data are given on dynamics of a high-speed 

radial expansion S of tubular copper parts from axisymmetric electric 

explosion of a 0.3-0. 9 mm diam.   metal wire in water.    Copper or low- 

carbon steel wires were exploded by discharge of a capacitor bank with 

100-800 iif capacitance C at an initial charge potential U = 2.4-6.5 kV. 

Tubes with 1-3 mm wall thickness t    werf used in the experiments. 

! 

The maximum radial deformation rate V ,  time t max 'max 
, and 

relative circular deformation «^ of the tubes were determined from high- 

speed photographic scanning of expansion.    The experimental plots show 

r 
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a nearly exponential flecroase of V and e , with tubes of increasine t max d w 
and a simultaneous increase in tv™Q„ and V was observed in vrnax max 
experiments with exploding wires of different materials and diameters. 

Optimum wire diameter values are given. 

Other conditions being equal,variation of C and U affects 

lube deformation dynamics significantly more than the wire material.     It 

is shown that V of a tube is attainable under conditions of an efficient 

conversion of stored electrical energy into mechanical deformation work. 

Alenichev,   V. S. ,  M.  A.  Mel'nikov,   and 

L.   F.   Panichkina.    Optical investigations 

of hydrodynamic characteristics of electric 

wire explosions.     EOM,   no.  3,   1973,   60-63. 

Electric wire explosion was studied as a method for shock 

wave generation in an ambif-nt medium.     The experimental pressure P at 

a shock wavefront and shock wave energy E were determined from optical 

recordings of Shockwaves,  using a shadow photographic technique and from 

energy balance of the discharge circuit,   respectively.    The P data are 

plotted versus distance from the explosion axis in water for 5 to 80 mm long 

wires.    Also,   experimental plots are given of P and E versus wire length I 

for explosion in water and air,   respectively. 

It was established that the maximum P for a 5 mm wire is 

twice that for a 80 mm wire,  although exponential P decay for a shorter wire 

is accomplished in a shorter time than for a longer wire.    There is an 

optimum i = 30 mm corresponding to a maximum P in water and to a maximum 

E  in air.    Thus,   the initial P is correlated with the earlier determined 

volume energy density at distances longer than 100 wire radii.    It is concluded 

that volume; energy density is the   factor which determines the initial P at 

the shock wavefront. 
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Krivitskiy,   Ye.   V.    Investigating effects 

of conductor explosion products on the 

charactfristirs of pnergy release during a 

high-voltage discharge in liquid.    EOM,   no. 

2,   1973,  68-71. 

■   • 

Data are given on an experimental study of exploding wire 

diameter effect on electrical and energy characteristics of the explosive 

discharge channel.    Exploding wires were divided here into three categories: 

ultra-thin,  thin,   and thick,  using as a criterion the relation of the time lag 

before an explosion io parameters L and C of the discharge circuit.    In the 

experiments,   the time-dependent resistance of a channel formed by the 

conductor explosion products was determined at different durations of 

discharge curront and different initial voltages across the interelectrode 

gap.    The current and voltage oscilloscope traces clearly show an over- 

voltage peak simultaneously with a sharp discharge current drop.     Experimental 

plots of energy release rate in the channel also show an optimum wire 

diameter value for which peak power is maximum.     The optimum peak 

power exceeds the   peak power sf wireless discharge by 3 and 12-15 factors 

in the case of a rapid (IT < LC > 10"4 sec) and a slow (77 < LC > IO-4 sec.) 
discharge,   respectively. 

Analysis of the energy cbaracteristica obtained in the 

experimental wire explosions led to the conclusion that an exploding conduct -.r 

controls power released in discharge channel,  because conductor characteristics 

determine the time of metal vapor expansion. 

i 

1 
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Bordeilovskiy,  S.  A. , S.  M.  Karakhanov and 

V.   V.   Polyudov.    Electron emission during 

dynamic heating of wires by a current pulse. 

ZhETF,  no.  9,  1973,  1987-1992. 

Current-heated wire tests are described in which the 

amplitude and time characteristics of an electron current preceding the 

shunting discharge stage were measured and compared to x-radiation. 

The rolr of various electron sources during the discharge process was 

also investigated to determine the mechanism of emission and its effect 

on development of the shunting discharge.    Pulse heating of W and Ni wires 

in a vacuum chamber,  during the stage preceding the shunting discharge, 

revealed an electron current several orders higher than the thermoemiBBion 

current.    The recorded current varies with a typical time of 10-15 nsec and 

excites correlated X-radiation.    The data indicate that electrons appear at 

the end of the first stage of the process in the chamber,  which,   impinging 

on the collector or one of the electrodes,   induce X-radiation.    The occurrence 

of electrons leads to an increase of the discharge gap conductivity and to a 

decrease of voltage on it and,   subsequently,   to a decrease of X-ray intensity. 

Possible sources of the electron emission are thermoelectron emission, 

the Schottky effect,   explosive emission,  and the heated specimens themselves. 

Krestovnikov,   A.   N. ,   I.  A,   Timoshin,   and 

A,   A.   Kosiryukova.    Relation between pressure, 

temperature and composition during vaporigation 

of variable composition phases in a CdSe-CdTe 

system.    ZhFKh,   v.  47,  no. 6,   1973,   1400-1403. 

The temperature dependence p    = f(T) of total saturated vapor 

pressure over the entire composition range of CdSe-CdTe solid solutions was 

determined by the Knudsen method or by a static method using a quartr 
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membrane manometer in the 0.1 to 0. 5 or 1 to 30 torr range of pressureB, 

respectively.    Using experimental po,  T,   and solution composition data, 

the equation 
lnp = A-B/T + CT\-D\nT. 

(1) 

is derived, which describes adequately the po = f(T) dependence for all 

solution phases.    The coefficients A,   B,  C and D in (1), which reflect the 

curvature of the log p    = f(T) plot,  are tabulated for 0 to 1 molar fractions 

of CdSe in the solution,   and different temperature ranges between 800 and 

1,400° K.    Comparison is also made between the   experimental and 

theoretic al data on total vapor dissociation pressure P ovrr the variable 

composition phases of the CdSe-CdTe system.    Temperature dependence 

of sublimation enthalpy &HT is calculated from tht   P data in approximation 

of dilute solutions more reliably than from equality of the vapor phase and 

condensate compositions.    The AHT data thus calculated for CdS,  CdSe, 

and CdTo are shown to be in good agreemont with literature data. 

Kuznetsova,  T.   I.,  D,   B.   Kaearnovskaya,   A.   Ya. 

Galitskiy,   and Ya.  S.  Kasarnovskiy.    Equation of 

state for nitrogen-hydrogen-ammonia mixtures at 

hiph pressures   and temperatures.    Khimicheskaya 

promysMcnnost',   no.   2.  1973,   130-132.    (RZhKh, 

13/73,   no.   13R744).  (Translation) 

Molar volumes under pressures to 500 atm.  and temperatures 

in the 150-400° range were determined experimentally for an N2-H2-NH3 

system with 7.9.   12.3,   and 24.8 vol.    %    ^ and an N2:H, constant ratio 

equal to 1:3.    The data thus obtained were correct to 0. 2% relative to the 

available literature data.    Applicability is discussed of theßeattie-Bridgman. 
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Brnedict-Webb-Rubin,   am] Krichevski-KaEarnovski equations of state. 

The equation of state in virial form was found to describe most accurately 

the experimental data.    An ALGOL-60 program was developed and 35 

coefficients of the compressibility expression were calculated to describe 

the experimental data accurate to 0.3^. 

Krektulova,   R.   A.,   and P.   B.   Makarov. 

Equation of state in collision problems.    IN: 

Materialy 3-y Nauch,  Konf.  Tomsk,  un-ta 

po mat i mekh. ,   no.   2,  Tomsk,   Tomsk,   un-t, 

1973,   132.    (RZhMekh,  6/73,   no.  6vq65) 

(Translation) 

Different equations of state are considered which are applicable 

to calculations of flows induced by i ollis^.ons.     Recommendations are given 

on practical application of these equations for a group of materials and the 

causes of possible errors are considered.    A new equation is suggested for 

a multicomponent medium,   based on known equations of state of its components. 

The results of the calculations are compared with experimental data. 

Popov,   Ye.   I.,   V.  G.   Poyarkov,   and Yu.   A. 

Finayev.    Investigating the rate of the pressure 

increment during explosion of powdered aluminum. 

VAN BSSR,   no.   3,  1973,   92-94. 

: 

Various grades of powdered aluminum were investigated to 

determine the rate of pressure increase in the specimens during explosions. 
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Diffprcnt methods of protecting buildings and equipment against such 

explosive effects are discussed.    The studies show that the rate of 

the  pressure increment during explosion is not identical in time.    During 

the  initial period of the explosion, when only particles in the region of 

theinducing source participate in the reactions,   the rate of the pressure 

increase is insignificant.    During the next interval there is a sharp increase 

in the rate of pressure increment where a large part of the powdered metal 

enters the reac tion.     During the final period,   the rate of pressure increment 

begins to decrease,  which corresponds to the final stage of the process when 

a significant amount of reaction products has accumulated in the reaction 

explosive chamber.    After reaching a maximum,  the pressure slowly decreases 

due to heat losses through the chamber walls and partially due to leakage 

through the chamber seals.    Maximum explosive pressure is achieved during 

the short time interval when it varies from 5 to 50 msec as a function of the 

powder sample and experimental conditions.    The experimental results 

of the maximum rate of explosive pressure increment are in good agreement 

with data of Hartmann and Clark.    Explosions of metallic aerosols have a 

more destructive nature than pas explosions,   and special measures are 

required to prevent and localize such explosions during production and use 

of metals in a finely diep-^rsed state. 
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Abstracts 

3.     Geosciences 

Rybicki,   K.     Local stresses associated with 

a fault plane swing (in EnRlieh).    Acta Geophysica 

Polonica.   no.   1,   1973,   27-44. 

J 

I 

The problem of stresses associated wirh a fault swing is 

considered on the basis of the dislocation theory of a continuous medium. 

Formulas for stress field,   .is well as its graphic representation,   are 

given for a two-dimensional model of fault awing.    It is shown that considerable 

stresses exist in the area of a fault swing.    The suggestion that a concentration 

of aftershocks from strong earthquakes may occur in that area was confirmed 

by the results! of an analysis of aftershocks of the 1966  Parkfield-Cholame 

(California) earthquake. 

t 
■ ■ 

; 

J. 
- 

Mostovoy,   S.   V.     Design of filter for thg 

separation of compressional and shear wave 

fluxes from seismic  records.    IN:    AN TTkr RSR. 

Dopovidi.      Seriya B.  Heolohiya,   heofyrika, 

khimiya ta biolohiya,   no.   5,  1973,   412-414. 

The design of a filter for the separation of signals from 

seismic records,  which were postulated to be a superposition of compressional 

waves,   shear waves and uncorrelated noise,   is considered.     Expressions are 

given for a posteriori intensity fluxes of compressional and shear waves used 

for the separation of signals.    It is pointed out that the problem is identical 

to the separation of single-class waves from seismic records. 
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Vrrbitskiy,   T.   7..     Estimate of the relief 

coefficient of rocks from the velocity of elastic 

waveBj    IN:   AN Ukr RSR.  Dopovidi.    Seriya 

ß.   Heolohiya,   heofyrika,   khimiya ta biolohiya, 
no.   5,   1973,   409-412. 

Theoretical curves were constructed which can be used for 

estimating the relief coefficient of a two-phase porous medium with perfect 

bond between phases,  based on elastic wave velocity and porosity.    The 

average value of the relief coefficient for arenaceous argillaceous rocks from 

the Dnepr-Donets depression was found to be n «= 0. 8, 

" 

Sinitsyn.    Ve.   S.    Criterion for detection of 

seismic signals with unknown shape.     IN:    AN 

SSSR.   Sibirskoye otdeleniye.   Geologiya i 

geofizika,   no.  5,   1973,   88-95. 

A criterion tor the detection of a reflected signal of unknown 

waveform is considered,   assuming that the time-distance curve of the signal 

is known and that noise is additive,   stationary,   uncorrelated.   and has 

zero average value.    Expressions for the probabilities of correct and erroneous 

signal detections are developed,   and detection curves are plotted which 

facilitate isolation of the region of effective operation of the criterion 

c onsidered.    A simple function was found,   the  maximization of which with 

respect to the variable A (Tj  - A. Tj + A - detection interval) corresponds to 

the maximizing of the probability of correct signal detection within the 

integration interval of the correlation integral.    It is shown tha t the probability 

of correct detection of a signal does not depend on its waveform. 
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Davydova,   N.   I.  Capabilities of the DSS 

mpthod in the study of properties of de?p 

seismic interfaces.    IN:   Seysmicheskiye 

svoyslva granitsy Mokhorovichicha (Seismic 

properties of the VIohorovicic discontinuity). 

Tzd-vo Nauka,   1972.   5-19. 

This article briefly reviews experimental data on the velocity 

parameters in ihe lower crust and upper mantle on continents and in the 

ocean,   the dynamic characteristics of waves from the Moho discontinuity, 

and theoretical data on the  dynamic characteristics of the reflections for 

different models of the Moho discontinuity.    The criteria for the determination 

of the Moho discontinuity model are defined.    Two examples are given of the 

construction of the Moho discontinuity model on the basis of dynamic 

characteristics of subcritiral reflections.    The possibilities of the DSS 

method in the study of the properties of deep seismic interfaces are 

evaluated. 

" 

Velocity Parameters 

Continents.     The lower crust (base) is characterized by an 

average layer velocity of 6. 6-7. 0 km/sec and a refractor velocity of 6. 8 ± 0. 4 

km/sec.    High velocities are observed in the Caucasus,   Central Asia, 

Kazakhstan,   the Kola Peninsula,   the Dnepr-Donets aulacopene,   the Fergana 

depression (V    = 7.4-7.8 km/sec),   and the Peri-Caspian syneclise (V    = 

7. 2 km/sec).    The layer with a velocity of 7. 4-7. 8 km/sec is considered by 

some authors to be a crust-mantle mix,  by others a basite-erlogite layer. 

Prevailing values of the refractor velocity along the Moho discontinuity are 

8.0-8.2 km/sec. 
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High values (V       =8.3 -8. 5 km/sec) are observed in the 
r M 

Ural-Kazakhstan block and its adjacent regions.    Low values of V        = 

7.8 km/sec are observed in the Dnepr-Donets aulacogene and Kurile- 

Kamchalka island arc. 

Oceanic plains.    The average velocity in the lower crust is 

6. 5-6.6 km/sec.    Hi^h velocities are not observed.    The Moho discontinuity 

velocity varies from 8. 0-8, 2 to 8, 5-9. 0  km/sec.    Us distribution is 

characterized bv pronounced linear or blocklike patterns. 

Toth on continents and oceanic plains,  the upper mantle is 

found to be layered to deyrths of 80-120 km.    On continentH,  the thickness of 

the layers varies from 5-8 to 12-20 km,  while the velocity reaches 9.0- 

9.5 km/sec (Central Kazakhstan).    For oceanic plains,   the thickness of the 

layers is less and the velocity gradient greater. 

Experimental Data on Waves from Moho Discontinuity 

I lead waves.    Wave amplitude is small and they attenuate 

rapidly.    The ratio of the amplitudes of head and reflected waves does not 

exceed 5,  with their apparent frequencies either equal or the frequency of 

head waves higher. 

Supercritical reflections.    These are dominant in the wave 

field at distances of 60(80) - 200(300) km.    However,   the reflections from 

t he interface occurring 6-10 km above the Moho discontinuity are sometimes 

more intense (Central Asia,  Kazakhstan and others).    The correlation of 

these waves is very often interrupted.    Although they can be traced continuously 

over a 100-km range,  more often they are traced over a 20 - 30 km range. 

They can represent a compact wave,   a group of two-three equally intense 

waves separated in time or long,   quasisinusoidal or interference oscillation. 
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Suhmlical r«-flectionB.     These can represent a relatively 

simple compact wav<- which is very often continuously traced only over 

5-10 km intervals,   an intricate short wave which is traced over short 

intervals of 5-10 kr.i,  and a lonp wave which is traced over short intervals 

of 1 - 3 km. 

The subcritiral reflections recorded along the Magadan - 

Kolyma profile have a compact sustained waveform,   an apparent frequency of 

about 13 Hz,   and amplitude higher near the source than at critical distances. 

These wave characteristics fit a periodic,   thin-layered transition model for 

the Moho discontinuity (consisting of alternating low- and high- velocity thin 

layers). 

».. 

The subcritica] reflections recorded on the eastern shore of 

the Caspian Sea are characterized by a high apparent frequency of 35 Hz 

(compared to 13 Hz on the Russian platform and 11 - 15 Hz in western 

Uzbekistan).    This high frequency suggests a thin-layered transition between 

the crust and upper mantle, with individual low- and high-velocity layers 

having thickness less than that in other regions by 2-3 times. 

: 

P r 

II is concluded that on the basis of the analysis of the dynamic 

characteristics of supercritical reflections,  blocks with anomalous properties 

of the lower crust and upper mantle can be identified.    An analysis of the 

dynamic charac eristics of subcritical reflections facilitates the selection 

of a Moho discontinuity model. 
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Mikhota,  G,  G.    Frequency composition of 

waves originating at the Mohorovicic discontinuity. 

IN:   Seysmicheskiye svoystva granitsy Mokhoron- 

chicha (Seismic properties of the Mohorovicic dis- 

continuity).    Moskva,   Iisd-vo Nauka,  1972,   20-36. 

The results of an analysis of frequency and amplilude data 

on waves from the Moho discontinuity observed in the Ukraine,   Caucasus, 

Uzbekisian,   Kazakhstan,  the Sna of Okhotsk,  the Pacific Ocean,   and western 

Europe are described.    The observation data are compared with theoretical 

data,   and some conclusions are drawn on the nature of the Moho discontinuity. 

The theoretical spectral characteristics of the interference head wave from 

a thin layer between two half spaces are discussed. 

Frequency Composition 

[ 

Observed amplitude spectra for reflections from the Moho 

discontinuity (P^) (see Figs.   1 and  2) have resonance shape.    They are 

characterized by a major (infrequently two) maximum and several minor 

ones.    The prevailing frequencies vary from 2-20 Hz:   low,   at sea as well 

as continental regions with thick sedimentary cover,   (e.g..   Trans-Caucasian 

trough); high (12-16 Hz),   in the Ukrainian shield; and intermediate (8-12 Hz), 

in the Dnepr-Donets depression. 

Amplitude spectra for subsequent waves in the P^" _ wave 
refl 

group observed in Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan (See Fig. 3), repeat the shape 

of the spectra for the first waves in the group, while their major and minor 

maxima fall into the same frequency range. 

1 i      r ' 
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Fig.  3.    Normalized Spectra of the First and 
Subsequent Wav.-s in the pM     Croup at Different 
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a- R = 121 km; b - R   - 172 km; c- R =  236 km 

Amplitude spectra of head waves (P^1 ) have, k  ; nave,   as a rule,   complex 
shape (see Fig.   2).    The prevailing frequencies are 2 - 12 Hz on land and 
4-6 Hz at sea. 

A comparison of the amplitude spectra of P^1 and PM 

shown that,   in the Ukraine and Caucasus,   both waveu have a low frequency 
component (see Fig.  4). 

Amplitude-distance curves A(R, ID) for T^1 „ observed in the 
rcfl 

Trans-Caucasus trough (see Fig.   5) are compared to theoretical amplitude 

data calculated for a first-order discontinuity and gradient transition models 

of the M discontinuity.     It is concluded that,   in the Trans-Caucasian trough. 

at frequencies less than 5 He,   the M discontinuity represents a first-order 

d iscontinuity,  while at frequencies of 10-15 Hz,   a gradient transition with 
h = 0. 2 km and A V = 2 km/sec. 

I 

r 
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■ An analysis of the theorptical spectral characteristics for 

the interference head wave from a thin layer showed that they depend on 

velocity drops at the top and the bottom of the layer and on the thickness of 

the layer.    For small velocity drops (0.87-0.97),  the Wp (f) and Wp (H./X,) 
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i urvfs are almost Binooth,    For a small volocily drop at the bottom 

(l). 87 -0. 97) and a large one at the top of the layer (0.33-0. 7),   they are 

very jaggefi.    The amplitudes of subsequent maxima and minima differ 

by 3-S times for a layer thickness of 0.4 km. 
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Davydova,   N.   I, .   Yu.   F.   Ivantsov,   B.   13. 

Tal'-Virskiy,   A,   N.   Fursov,   and G.   A, 

Yaroshevskaya.      Properties of deep seismic 

interfaces in the western Uzbekistan.    IN: 

Seysmicheskiye svoystva granitsy Mokhorovi- 

chicha (Seismic properties of the Mohorovicic 

discontinuity).    Izd-vo Nauka,   1972,   37-49. 

An attempt is made to study the properties of deep crustal 

interfaces using the dynamic characteristics of wide-angle   reflections recorded 

during DSS investigations along the Farab - Tamdy-Bulak profile (see Fig.  1). 

Fig.   1.    Lay-out of DSS Profiles in Central Asia. 

1- DSS profiles; 2- Farab - Tamdy-Bulak profile; 
3- sectors of detailed studies. 
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er- Detailed obeervationB to study the properties of deep int 

faces were conducted along two sectors of the profile having a total length 

of 230 km (see Fig.  2).    The observation system on the first sector 
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Fig.   2.    Observation System (a),   Crustal Section (b) 
alonp the Farab -   Tamdy-Rulak Profile,  Seismic 
Boundary Model of the First Type Between Thick Layers 
(c),   and Layered Periodic Transition Model (d) 
Satisfying Experimental Data on Dynamic Characteristics 
or Subcritical Reflections from d2

:'   Interface. 

Parameters of the model:   ^ = 0.110 km,   £_ = 0.115 km 
the thickness of low- and high-velocity layers, 
1- Observation system for deep reflections; 2- "Spets- 
peofizika" data; 3- basement surface; 4- crustal interfaces 
from refracted waves; 5- crustal interfaces from reliable 
reflection data; 6- crustal interfaces from unreliable 
reflection data; 7- d2"   from dominant reflections; 8- M from 
dominant reflections.      Number above interfaces is the averaee 
velocity in km/sec   used in the depth determination 
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(obaervation points  '^14 - 1650) consisted of three  55-45 km-apaced shot points, 

and on the second sector (observations points 2054 - 3137),   of three 60 km- 

spaced and one offset shot points.    Elastic waves were generated by charges 

of 803   - 2000 kg,   set off in 25-35 m-deep shot holes,   in groups of three to 

five holes.    The instrumentation consisted of the Zond seismic system 

with SN-3 seismometers (f = 4 H«) and a frequency selective seismic 
L Go t 

system with VEGIK seismometers (flat frequency response at f > 1 He).    The 

Zond seismic system consists of:   a Zond-1 48-channel recording unit with a 

3-100 Hz pass-band,   a 100 Hz carrier frequency and a 30 db dynamic range. 

The Zond-2 24-channel  rerecording unit used with the above has a SS-30/60-KMPV 

amplifier and a UKG set for combined grouping.    The frequency selective 

seismic  system is a single-channel system with a sei  of narrow pass-bands 

(f -  2. 5,   5. 0,    10,   and 20 Hz) and a wide pass-band (2-50 Hz), 

The crustal sertion inferred from the DSS data i« shown in 

! 

• 

Fig,   2. 

On the basis of the analysis of the dynamic characteristics 

of supercritical reflections P-,    refl and P r. (confined !o d.,      and Moho 2 refl 2 
interfaces),   it was revealed that the Bukhara block,  between observation 

points (OP) 1000 and 1470,  has anomalous properties in the base of the crust: 

namely,   the d-,    interface is a oetter reflector than the Moho discontinuity. 

As shown in the article,  at distances of 60 (80) - 220 '250),   A (P ''      ,.) > 

A (P^       ).    The observation data are found to agree with the theoretical data 

for a homogeneous layered crustal model with high velocity in its lowermost 

part (see Fig.  3,   a and b). 

On the basis of the analysis of waveform,   frequency,   and 

amplitude of subcritical reflections  from d2    it was found 'hat the observational 

data best fit a thinly stratified periodic model of d_    interface,   i. e.   a model 

consisting of alternating low- and high-velocity layers. 

i 
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Fig:.  3,    Amplitude Graphs for PM     and 
?2   refl'w

Calculatod fo*- » Homogi^ous Layered 
^rusfät Model with Velocity Distribution Similar to 

Within t^Ti0n '^ Farab ■ Tamd/-B"lak   Profile. Withm the Bukhara Tectonic Stage, with Low 

if::*::^:Basement ^and High veioc^in ^ 

Tulina,   Yu.  Y. .  S.  M.  Zverev.  G.  G. Mikhota, 

and Ye.  N.  Zaytseva.    Ghar^^ter^ics^oijvav^s 

from the Mohorovicic discontinuity in the ocean and 

transition zone.     IN:   Seysmicheskiye svoystva 

granitsyMokhorovichicha (Seismic properties of the 

Mohorovicic discontinaity).    Moskva,  led-vo Nauka 
1972,  50-56. 

An attempt is made to revise the interpretation of seismic waves 
from deep interfaces,   as well as the model of deep interfaces,   to avoid 

-consistencies between observational and theoretical data commonly encountered 
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in DSS practice in the ocean and in transition rone.    The interpretation of 

the first arrivals observed in the ocean and transition zone and models 

of the crust - mantle transition suggested by Nakamura (1968) and Helmerger 

(1968) are considered. 

The wave field observed during DSS in the ocean and  transition 

zone is illustrated,   and theroretical data on kinematic and dynamic 

characteristics of elastic waves calculated for two crusl  - upper mantle 

models are shown. 

The first arrivals observed al distances of 70 km (except for 

those confined to the uppermost and lowermost interfaces),  which are 

usually interpreted to be head or weakly refracted waves confined to first- 

order interfaces,   are suggested to represent summary waves.    These consist 

of head waves from deep interfaces and reflections from the next deeper 

interfaces (Pb   '     + P^0 and P^' 0 + P^).    The fact that pure reflections 

are not observed oven at distances exceeding 70 km (where head waves and 

reflections are resolved in time according to the theoretical data for a 

homogeneous layered crustal model with first-order interfaces) is explained 

by introducing a crustal model with gradient transitions.    Theoretical data 

on deep waves calculated for such a model fit well with observational data. 

The frequency dependence of the amplitude of first arrivals is 

illustrated as observed in the Pacific Ocean and near the southern Kurile 
Islands. 

,( 
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Davydova,   N.  I.    Study of deep-sealed faults 

by D5S.    Seysmicheskiye svoystva Rranitsy 

Mokhorovichicha (Seismic properties of the 

Mohorovicic discontinuity).    Moskva,   Jzd-vo 
Nauka,  1972,   57-65. 

The capability of the DSS method al the present level  of its 

development in revealing zones of deep-seated faults is discussed.    The 

criteria for the identification of deep-seated faults are defined. 

Crustal sections along the Black Sea - Voronezh massif 

(see Fig.  1) and Stepnoye - Bakuriani (see Figs.   2 and 3) illustrate DSS data 
on deep-seated faults. 

Kiel.  >i den 
CiUK.ni.ni    -a 
Crlim.       * 

m 

|. i inct.iniundud 
9 IU-ln»itlhly , ;i(lf»d Mock 

m      <sn       ma       mp 

/ 

r>D*|VOpctitr;ik (rtban N 

.^o,  1    hf* ^^ 'l .» J + + 

' (^ \ssi r%5i* [■.■•;' ra« S' öDt üDt 
CD« [ .13« &3« Qo f f 1« CD« -.> CD,? 

or-14 

Üg'   L; /c ^^f Cr"stal Section along DSS Profile Black Sea-Voronezh 
Massif (Sollogub,   1967). 

1- Water; 2- sedimentary layer; 3- granitic layer; 4,5- metamorphic 
formations wathin the grantic layer; 6- basaltic leyer; 7- M discontinuity; 
ö - deep-seated faults daviding main geological regions (DF-1 - DF-14)- 
9- deep-seated faults dividing crustal blocks;   10- the same,  less reliable- 
L- faults within individual blocks; 12- dislocation at the basement surface' 
and in the ßedimentary layer; 13- seismic interfaces; 14- km-markfl- 
15- refractor velocity in km/sec; 16- earthquake foci; 17- diffraction points 
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Fig.   2.    Location of DSS Profile Stepnoye- 
Bakuriani and Ancient Deep-Seated Faults 
(At the extension of that fault on the DSS 
profile,a block with very thin crystalline 
crust is revealed). 
1- Stepnoye-Bakuriani profile (Yurov,   1963); 
2- ancient deep-seated fault; 3- its extension 
to Ihe DSS profile. 

I 

The crust along the Black Sea-Voronezh massif is intersected 

by numerous deep-seated faults (indicated by numerals 1-14 in Fig.  1). which 

separate blocks with different thickness and structure.    It is pointed out that 

sharp attenuation of P^efl is observed in the zone of deep-seated faults which 

separates the Scythian Plate and Russian platform.    Although this phenomenon 

cannot be interpreted uniquely,  the change in the composition and state of 

the matter in the lower crust-upper mantle is suggested to be one of its 

possible causes.    Thus,   at present,  the DSS method reveals intrinsic 

structural features in the «ones of deep-seated faults,  while still yielding a 

small amount of information on the characteristics of crust and upper mantle 

mattero 
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Fig.   3.     System of Observed Time-Distance Curves and Seismic Section 
Along Stepnoyo - Bakuriani Profile (Yurov,   1963). 

I,   II,   III- crustal blocks with different thickness of crystalline crusf 
I- Greater Caucasus,   II- Cis-Caucasian trough (800-1500 km).   Ill- Trans-Terek 
plain. 
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The criteria for the identification of deep-seated faults 

by the DSS method are classified as:   wave criteria,   i.e.,  dynamic and 

kinematic characteristics which are anomalous with respect to those for 

plane horizontal interfaces; structural criteria,   i.e.,   abrupt changes in 

crustal thickness and relief of intercrustal interfaces; and physical 

criteria,   i. e. ,   the  velocity,   reflection,  and absorption characteristics 

of the crust and upper mantle. 

■ 
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B,    Recent Selections 

Avetisyan,   R.   A. ,   and T.   B.   Yanovskaya.     Expansion of the group 

velocities of Rayloißh waves,   based on spherical functions.    IN:   AN 

SSSR.    Izveptiya.     Fizika Zemli,   no.   11,   1973,   27-33. 

Droste,   S. ,   and R,   Teisscyro.     Analysis of the signs of first  impulses 

in the case of a three-dimensional station network (in Fnglish).    Revue 

Romaine de geologie,   geophysique et geographie.   Serie de geophysique, 

vol.   17,   no.   2,   1973,   149-153. 

(lel'fand,   N.   I.     Possible nature of the Mohorovicic.    deologiya i 

geofizika,   no.    11,   197^,   107-109. 

Gzovskiy,   M.   V. .   et al.     Problems of the tectonophysical characteristics 

of stresses,   deformations,   and ruptures of the Farlh's crust,   and its 

deformation mechanisms,     IN:   AN SSSR,    Izvestiya.   ^izika Zemli, 

no.   12,   1973.   3-31. 

losif,   T. ,   nnd S.   losif.     Data on crustal and mantle structure.    Studii 

si cercelari de geologie,   geofizica,   geografie,  Serice geofizica,   vol.   11, 

no. :,   1973,   203-219. 

| 

Kats,   S.   A. ,   and N.   G.   Mikhaylova.    Minimax interference systenas for 

the suppression of wave noise with curvilinear fronts.    IN:    AN SSSR. 

Izvestiya.   Fizika Z^mli,   no,   11,   1973,   34-42. 

Kharkevich, G. A. Density at the top of the mantle based on a 

statistical analysis of deep seismic sounding data. Geologiya i 

geofizika,   no.   11,   1973,   75-80. 
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Maaz,   R.,   and G.   Purcaru.    On the magnitude distribution and 

prediction of earthquakes (in Fnglish).     Revue Romaine de geologie, 

geophysique et geographie.    Serie de geophysique,   vol.  17,  no.   2, 

1973,  155-163. 

Osaulrnko,   V.   I.     Diffraction of plane waves on a smooth,   rigid disk 

in an infinite elastic medium.    IN:   ANSSSR.   Izvestiya.   Fizika Zemli, 

no.   12,   1973,   49-57. 

Pan'kov,   V.   L.     Equation of state for the D layer of the mantle.    IN; 

ANSSSR.   Izvestiya.   Fizika Zemli,   no.   11,   1973,   70-71. 

Petrosyan,   A.   L.    Method of determining the structure of the Earth 

from surfaces waves recorded at one station.    IN:   ANSSSR.   Izvestiya, 

Fizika Zemli,   no.   11,   1973,   72-77., 

Potap'yev, S. V., G. G. Heletsky, and I. I. Levin. Procedures for 

aerial seismic research at sea. Geologiya i geofizika, no. 11, 1973, 

102-106. 

Teisseyre,   R.     Earthquake processes in a micromorphic continuum 

(in English).     Revue Romaine de geologie,   geophysique et geographie. 

Serie de geophysique,   vol.   17,   no.   2,   1973,   145-148. 

Terent'yev,   V.   A.     Compact pulsed ultrasonic seismoscope for field 

use.    IN:   ANSSSR.    Izvestiya.    Fizika Zemli,    no.  11,  1973,  78-81. 

Vasil'yev,   O.   B. ,   and N.  G.  Vitman.    Method cf observing natural 

osdilations of the Farth based on seismic tiltmeter records and the 

identification of modulating oscillations.    IN:   ANSSSR.  Izvestiya. 

Fizika Zemli,   no.  12,  1973,   58-65. 
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Vostrikov,   G.   A.    Recurrency distribution of earthquake faults,   and 

certain consequences.    IN:    ANSSSR.   Izvestiya.   Fizika Zemli,   no. 

12,  1073,   32-48. 
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4.    Pavticle Beams 

A.     Abstracts 

Rugayev,  S.   P.,   G.  M.  Kassirov,   R.  M. 

Koval'c-huk,   and G.   A.  Mesyals.    Generating 

intensive microsecond relativistic electron 

^eamj-;    ZhKTF P,   v.  18,  no.   2,   1973,   82--85. 

An electron flow up to 5 kA and pulse length up to 4 iisec was 

achieved in a diode with a multipoint cold emission cathode at an accelerating 

voltage of 1. 2 Mv.     Experiments show that at a voltage of 10    V and current 

from a single point of less than 100 a,  the cathode plasma ceases to affect 

switching in the accelerating space,   if expansion of dimensions of 1 cm or 

more is achieved.    Current pulse length will be determined by the discharge 

lime of the capacitor to the diode resistance.    The beam structure differs 

considerably from that  obtained in the same diode at a pulse length of 30 nsec. 

Whereas it consists  of individual rings obtained from each emitter in the firsi 

case,   at microsecond pulses there are irregularities which are apparently 

the result of interaction of the individual i athode flares. 

Baksht,   R.   R. ,   S.   P.   Vavilov.   and M.   N. 

Urbazayev.     Luminescence of the lateral surface 

of a point cathode in a vacuum diode with explosive 

emission.    IVUZ  Pia,   no.  8,  1973,   142-143. 

A cathode flare occurred during explosion of a needle emitter 

placed in a vacuum (10"° torr) at pulse voltages up to 80 kV with a pulse length 

of 300 nsec and a rise time of 10 nsec.    The discharge current was limited 

by an external circuit resistance of 66 ohms.    The apparatus permitted 

recording of both the integral luminescence of the cathode flare plasma in the 

visible region of spectrum and luminescence of individual ion lines for 

materials with different atomic weight. 
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A more rapid growth in intensity of luminescence on the lateral 

surface of the point compared to that in a vacuum indicates explosions of 

the microprotuberances on the lateral surface during formation of the 

cathode flare.    Spectral analysis of the plasma which forms on the lateral 

surface showed that the material of the needle cathode actively participates 

in formation of the plasma.    The experiments also show that the lateral 

surfaces of cathodes of different metals work differently; thus a lateral 

surface of an aluminum point is more active in formation of the cathode 
Hare,   that of copper and tin is less active. 

Bogomaz,   A.   A.,   V.   S.   Borodin,   A.   I.   Zaytsev, 

and F.  G.   Rutberg.    Problems in the study of 

heavy-current discharge in a high-pressure 

chamber.     Part 2.    ZhTF,   no.   7,   1973.   1507-1512. 

The nature of a heavy-current discharge in hydrogen and the 

mechanism of heat transfer between the arc and the working gas in a high- 

pressure chamber was investigated.    The pressure measured at the chamber 

walls and alonp the discharge axis is delayed with respeci to current by 200 

Msec,   and reaches a maximum during the second half-period of current, 

after which it drops to a certain value which hardly varies over a period 

of several hundred microseconds.    The lag of a pressure increase at the 

discharge chamber wall with respect to the first half-period of current 

indicates minor heat transfer between the arc and gas during the initial 

stages of discharce development.    The values of pressures achieved were 

500-1500 atm at an average mass temperatur- in the chamber of (5-14) x 1030 K, 

As magnetic pressure decreases,  the discharge column collapses and there 

is subsequently more intensive heating of the gas in the chamber. 
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Fal'kovskiy, N. I. Controlled plasma-jet 

discharger for commutation of high pulsed 

currents.     PTE,   no.   3,  1973,   112-114. 

A controlled plasma-jet discharger is described,   in which 

ihe main operating gap is rxcited by a plasma jet formed from a discharge 

in a capillary tube.     The construction of the discharger and its schematic are 

shown in big.   1,   and a detailed description is given of its operation. 

■ 

eUJtayM 

^ 

: 

Fig.   1.    Discharger const ruction and its ignition 
schematic. 

1- ignition electrode; 2- ceramic tube; 3- ceramic 
cement; 4, 5- main electrodes £|.- discharge gap (16- 
30  mm) Ä0- main gap (5-60 mm) D- electrode 
diameter (100 mm) TGI1 - 400/16  - standard thyratron. 

The discharger is used for commutating voltages of 10-150 kv 

at discharge currents of 5-200 ka,  with a capacitive storage up to 20 |i,F. 

Corarol voltage for commutation is comparatively low at 15 kv.    Accuracy of 

n 
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commutation is acceptably high - a fraction of a microsecond.    The discharger 

can be simultaneously used as an experimental gap during the phyrncal study 

of a heavy-current pulsed discharge channel,   in particular during the study 

of a plasma column by opticospectral methods.     Some performance curves 

are included. 

. . 

i 

, 

1 

Dosamykin,   V.  S. ,  and A.   I.   Pavlovskiy,     A 

nanosecond voltage pulse generator.     Author's 

certificate,   USSR.  no.  353370.  published October 

13,   1972.    (RZhElektr.  6/73,  no.  6A380 P). 

A nanosecond vollage pulse generator is proposed for supplying 

an acceleration tube,   consisting of a charping device,   starting commutator, 

load commutator and a couplinc line with distributed parameters connected to 

the load.     To increase the transformation coefficient and the pulse power,   the 

coupling line is made in the form of a shielded solenoid,  where one of the 

ends of the solenoid shield is connected to the grounded solenoid plate,  and 

is connected to the high-voltage plate of the solenoid through the starting 

commutator; and the other end of the shield is connected through the load and 

load commutator to the  high-voltage plate of the solenoid. 

Zolototrubov,   I,  M.,   Yu.  M.  Novikov.   I.   P.  Skoblik, 

and A.  G.   Tolstolutskiy.      Studyinc the   operation of 

a coaxial accelerator in the dense and highly energetic 

plasma generation mode.    IN:   Sb.   Plazmen.   uskoriteli. 

Moskva,   Izd-vo Mashinostroyeniye,  1973.   214-218. 

(RZhElektr.   6/73,   no.  6A300) 

Plasma parameters developed by a coaxial gun were investigated 

in a mode when a dense plasma formation - a plasma focus --  is generated 
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at the end of the coaxial.     This nnode is obtained at negative central 

electrode polarity in a volume of emitted gas > 2 cm3 and discharge current 

amphtude > 200 kA.     The length of the copper electrodes was 52 cm    the 

dxameter of the inner electrode was 7 cm.  the  diameter of the outer'electrode 

was      cm.   and the distance from the point of emitting the gas to the end face 

of the gun wan 24 cm.    The working gas was hydrogen.    A unique diagnostic 

apparatus was used to investigate the plasma.    It follows from the results 

obtained that a dense plasma forms at the axis of the coaxial at its end in 

the investigated mode; the moments of maximum density and intensive emission 

fron, a plasma of high-energy :0ns and   soft X-radiation coincide with the 

maxamum carrier currents: the p„lse length of soft X-radiation and of high- 

energy ions is approximately identical and equal to 0.^-0.8 ^sec; and the 

lifetime of the plasma at a density of 1 x ^ cm^ is equal to 3 

. 

Gubarev.   V.   Ya. ,   N.   p.   Kozlov,   L.   V.   Leskov. 

Yu.   S.    Protasov.   and  V.   I.   Khvesyuk.      Experimental 

determination of high-speed characteristics  of g 

puls.-d erosion accelerator     IN;    ibid..    211-214. 

mZhElektr.   6/73,   no.  6A332) 

r       , Experimental investigations of the high-speed characteristics 

of a plasma jet were carried out on a model of a pulsed erosion plasma 

accelerator with coaxial configuration.    The diameter of the inner electrode 
(cathode) was 10 mm and that of the outer ^^^^ was so ^  ^ ^ 

of the accelerating channel was 67 mm.     The electrodes were of copper 

The working material was polytetrafluorethylene.    The maximum discharge 

current was 136 kA at a voltage of 200 V.    A probe method of measuring the 

velocities in the plasma jet.   based on measurement of the velocities of the 

mhomogeneities in the jat(  was developed and used.     Based on the data 

obtained,   it is concluded that there is considerable inhomogeneity of veiocitie. 

m the plasma jet as a function of time.    It is shown that an increase of 

discharge current leads to an increase nf ,«.1 „„.;<.    •   u inciease of velocity inhomogeneities in the 
plasma jet. 
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Azizov,   E.  A. ,   V.  S.  Komel'kov,  and M.   M. 

Stepanenko.     Two-stage acceleration  of plasma. 

IN:   ibid.,   195-198.     (RZhElektr,  6/73,  no. 

6 A3 3 5). 

A two-stage plasma accelerator was investigated in which an 

injector with finite electrodes was used as the first stage.    Two ring electrodes 

of the second acceleration stage with an inner diameler of 18 cm.   separated 

by a glass insulator,  were located at a distance of 2^ and 55 cm from the 

end of the accelerator.    A quasi-longitudinal magnetic field with an intensity 

of 0. 5-3.0 kA/m was generated in the entire plasma guide.     The dynamics of 

interaction of the plasm-, je! and the cascade current was studied by means 

of magnetic probes,  photographic scanners and volt-ampere characteristics. 

It was found that currents up to 80 kA are maintained up to a distance of 

25 cm.    The frontal currents carried by the plasma are considerably less 

and have a complex volumetric distribution. 

Plyutto,  A.   A.,   K.   S.   Suladze and V.   N. 

Ryzhakov.    Ion acceleration in heavy-current 

electron beams.    IN:    ibid.   47-53.    (RZhMekh, 

6/73,  no.  6B89) 

This experiment was devoted to study of the phenomenon of 

ion acceleration in heavy-current (104-105 a) electron beams.    The beams were 

formed under conditions of preliminary charging of the accelerating space of 

a plasma at an accelerating voltage of 30-50 kV.    Pulsed plasma sources of 

two types - coaxial an,., spark -- were used.    In the first case capture and 

acceleration of the ion bunch occurs in the stage of electron beam formation, 

the accelerated ion flow being proportional to the square root of the 

accelerating voltage,   and the energy spectrum of the ions is diffuse.    In the 
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m;con<l caHe,   radi.il motion ol the  plasma in the acceleratinfj space plays a 

significant role.    The exp«Tinient8 showed that the beam current passing 

into the anode aperture    and the accelerating ions comprise 0.3-0.5 of the 

total current.    Qualitatively the acceleration process is a wave structure of 

the 1-vo-layer type,   in which electric field intensity may reach 10-10    v/cm. 

Zablotskaya,   G.   R.,   V.  A.   Ivanov,   S.   A. 

Kolynbakin,   A.   S.   Pcrlin,   V.   A.   Rodichkin, 

and V.   R.   Shapiro.     The REP-5 pulsed heavy- 

current arcHorator of relativistic electrons 

with a 50 ka beam current.    Atomnaya energiya, 

v.   34,   no.   6,   1973.  471-474. 

Results aro descrihed of the first stage  operation of the 

RFP-1^ accelerator which is based on Ihr EG-5 electrostatic generator and 

intended for generating heavy-current relativistic electrons at 2-3 Mev. 

Fig.   1 shows a functional  skntch of the accelerator; the authors give a detailed 

description of its operational procedure.    The principle scheme of the 

accelerator is similar to that  described by Graybill     and Nablo,   (Appl. 

phys.   lett, ,   8,   18,   1966).     Electron beam with a current amplitude 50 ka 

and pulse duration ~2n nsec   was generated at a charging voltage ~4 Mv,    A 

relationship  of the electron current amplitude as a function of charging 

voltage at an anode-cathode spacing of 18 mm and chamber pressure ~3 x 10 

torr is shown in Fig.   2.     Owing to defocusing of the beam,   only a part of tie 

net current was recorded. 

The relationship of the shape and amplitude of current pulses 

with anode-cathode spacing showed that a second peak occurred at JK =  13 mm; 

its amplitude sharply decreased with  i which is a function of the distribution 

in the acceleration gap of plasma clouds,   generated during explosive cathode 

emission.     Ream energy was found to peak at a pressure of 0.3 torr,   reac ling 
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Fig.   1.    Poction of Accelerator, 

1 - Charging generator; 
2- high pressure tank; 
3- high voltage electrode; 
4- acceleration tube; 
5- capacitive pickup; 
6 - anode foil; 
7- Rogowsky belt; 
8- calorimeter; 
9- drift chamber; 

10- shunt; 
11 - titanium pump; 
12- laser ignition system; 
13- lens. 

. 

I, kar 

U.Mv 

Fig.   2.     Flectron current as a function of 
charging generator voltage. 
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Relationships were also drtormined of the shape of total pulsed current in 

the drift chamber as .1 function of pressure (FIK.   3).    The rhan^e in pulse 

K     * 

Snsec Q 

Fig,   3.    Current pulse shape ns a function 
of pressure in the drift chamber. 

a- 0.045 torr- b- 0.1 torr;   c- 0. 16 torr: 
d- 0. 35 torr. 

shape is explained by the appearance of feedback current with increased gas 
density. 

Suprunenko,   V.   A. ,   Ye.   A.  Sukhomlin,   and 

V.   T.   Tolok.     Current heating of a dense plasma 

during collective interactions in a heavy-current 

gas discharge.   IN:    Fizika plazmy i problemy 

upravlyayemoyo termoyadernogo sinteza.   Rcsp. 

mezhved.   sb. ,   no.   4,   1973,   5-15. 

The present work  offers a review of previously obtained data 

on current instabilities in plasma,   and analyzes the physical processes in the 
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excitation of high-frequency instabilities,   leading to an effective plasma 

heating.     Discussions are subdivided into the followinR topics; 

1) Criteria and successive development of current instabilities 

in a strong gas discharge; 

2) Electron heating; 

^)    Ion he.iting; 

4) Measurement of diamagnetic effect  during plasma heating 

and the energy balance. 

Temperatures of electron and ion components of the plasma, 

and the kinetic energy density confined in the plasma are found to be in 

good agreement,   on the assumption that a considerable portion of plasma is 

heated effectively.    The analysis shows that the anomalous resistance 

observed by previous authors and the effective heating of plasma electrons and 

ions are the results of a complex combination of current instabilities,  which 

are successively excited during a heavy-current gas discharge. 

I 

Drobyshev' iy, F. M. . Yu. A. Dunayev, and 

S. I. Rozc'. Ring discharges in electrolytes. 

ZhTF,   no.  6.   1973,   1217-1221. 

Ring discharges were investigated in a spherical chamber of 

8 cm diameter consisting of two stainless steel electrodes,   and a polyethylene 

diaphragm of thickness = 0. 2 mm with a center hole (Fig.   H.     The chamber 

was filled with electrolyte (fi < 0.735 mho),   from which plasma was formed 

during discharge.    The feeding source was a capacitor bank with C = 3-6 \iF 

and charged to 5-50 kv.    Plasma bunch formation and the rate of its 

expansion was recorded by streak camera; two sets of discharge photographs 

I 
I 
I 
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Fig.   1.    Exporimental sketch. 

I- Hemispherical electrodes 
Z- Plasma near diaphragm hole 
3- Dielectric diaphragm with hole 
4- Observation port 
5 - Mirror. 

are given.    The pressure at  internal walls of the chamber was   measured 

simultaneously with the discharge photography.     Maximum pressure was 

recorded in compression waves on the order of hundreds of atmospheres at 

a distance 4 cm from the discharge center,  and was directly proportional to 

the initial voltage.    The rate of compression wave propagation was found to be 

equal to the velocity of sound in the electrolyte. 

It was observed that the center hole (diameter 0. 5-1. 0  mm) 

in the diaphragm did   not undergo any changes up to 20 kv.   but at higher 

voltages it increases after discharge and finally is torn.    Experimental 

results show that the penetration rate of plasma front into substances becomes 

commensurable with streamer intergrowth rate and   significantly increases 

the speed of gas dynamic expansion of a plasma bunch.    This is in contrast 

to linear discharges, where the   channel expansion due to heating is negligibly 

small compared to the gas dynamic expansion. 
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Kolomenskiy,  A.    A.,   V.   M.   Likhachev, 

I.  V.  Sinil'shchikova,   and O.   A.  Smit. 

Structural characteristics of a heavy-current 

electron beam during transit through a low- 

pressure gas.    ZhETF P,   v.  18,   no.   3,   1973, 

i53-n6. 

Experiments arc doscribed with transmission of high-current 

(30 ka maximum) electron beams with energy E = 300 and 700   keV through 

gases  (air.   He,   Ar,   Xe) at different low pressures  P.    The Impul's high- 

current electron pulse accelerator was used in the  experiments.    This 

consists of a Marks  bank,   a dual shaping line,  a transformer line and an 

electron ^un with a cold cathode.    Pulse duration was 50 x 10       sec. 

The electron beam was transmitted through a 2-meter drift 

chamber filled with a gas at a pressure of 10       to 1 torr.    Af  E -  300   keV 

and  P -  0.1-0.4 torr,   photographs of light emission from air in the chamber 

show a bright filament along the chamber length with spikes emitted by the 

filament .it an acute angle.    This  structural peculiarity of the beam,   which 

was not  observed earlier, is explained tentatively by beam interaction with 

its own magnetic field.    Beam self-focusing was observed at   P -  0.4-1 torr and 

;0 cm distance.    The cited effects,   except the spikes,  were also observed 

with 700 keV beams.    In addition,   at P - 1  torr,   development of instability was 

observed as transverse shifting of the beam. 

I 
I 
1 
I 
I 

Sindinskiy,   V.   V.     The solution of phase-energetic 

equations of a heavy-current accelerator,   taking 

into account losses in the waveguide walls.    ZhTF, 

no.  8,  1973,   1789-1791. 

A   procedure is outlined for calculating the phase o of dynamic 

slip,   and hence the traveling wave phase velocity, which is one of the fundamental 
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characteristics of" an irregular accelerating waveguide.     Phase velocity 

together with waveguide electroconduci'vity is used in calculation of wave- 

guide geometry.    The starting point in calculations is the integral equation 

of the synchronous effective field  Eg in the waveguide,   allowing also for 

losses in the waveguide walls (Zhileyko et al.   lANArmSSR.   Fizika,   no.   2. 
1972,   150). 
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It is confirmed that the method of solving the intepral equation 

for o is not affected by introduction of losses,   i. e. ,   the attenuation factor 

rv{z)  of a wave in the waveguide.    Solutions are obtained for o and its derivative 

d(0/dfo,  where   ^ = a/Lo is the dimensionless waveguide length,   z is a longi- 

tudinal coordinate,   and Lo is the waveguide  length.    The plotted numerical 

solutions for o versus ^ at different total attenuationfal^) values and constant 

Eg,   and effective field amplitude ED,   show that losses have a significant effect 

on o only in the end-section of a waveguide. 

Bakhrushin,    Yu.   P.,   and 1. M.  Matora. 

Linear induction accelerators  -   new powerful 

relativistic elect rori beam generators.    UFN, 

v.   110,   no.   1,   1973,   117-137. 

This article reviews and generalizes the results obtained by 

well-known  authors in the field  of new accelerator technology.      During the 

past GO years,   a number of linear induction accelerators (linacs) have been 

designed and constructed,  which have been used for studying  new methods of 

acceleration and the control of nuclear synthesis.     A considerable body of 

work on thephysics and techniques of linacs has been published.      Linacs can 

be  used for accelerating beams carrying up to thousands of amperes at low 

energy dispersion and good emittance,  which makes them highly attractive 

for researchers in tl e physical sciences.    The linac    is reliable and simple 

in  operation,   does not require special external conditions,   and has a high 

efficiency.     The authors point out that portable,   cheap and simple equipments 

based on linacs can be made for x-ray structure analysis,   gamma-coring 
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defec toscopy,   etc. ,   which are capable of working under field as well as 
factoi-y conditions. 

Table 1 lists a number of accelerators in operation and under 

construction and their parameters,   including some made in the USA. 

The discussion includes design theory,   photographs and schematic 

details  of several currently produced Soviet linars. 

Table 1 

Name oi Place of Beam lien i a Pull» Pulte 
Ene ray 
dis- 

Emit- 
tance 

accelerator iiutallation Ene rgy Curt. duration, frequency persion Si* 
Mev a nice imp/iec u; mrad. 

Injector "Astrona" 
fbelbre 

reconstruction) 
1 ivermorc, 

USA 
3 7 350 300 0-60 (5) <3 50 

LIU- 3000 Dubna, 
USSR 

3 (1.8) 200 350 0-25 «1) — — 

Iniector Astrona I iverniou-, 4.2 800 300 0-60 (5) <2 25 
(after reconst. ) USA 

LIU-30/250 
under construe lion' 

Dubna, 
USSR 30 250 500 0-50 <3 — 

Injector ERA Berkeley 
USA 

4.25 50(1 45 <1 <0.5 <70 

SILl'ND (under 
co;illructioii) 

Dubna, 
USSR* 

3    12000 20 0—50 <2 — 

Plajma Betatron Khar'kov, 
USSR 

0.05- 
0.1 

500— 
1000 

— Single wide 

trum 
— 

Iroii-tree III 1 Moscow 
USSR 

2 2000 70 («emi- 
linttioiilal) 

Single — — 
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B,    Recent Selections 

Aretov,  G.   N. ,   V.   I.   Vasil'yev.   A,   P.   Lototskiy,   and Yu.   V. 

Skvortsov.    Parameters of a nitrogen plasma jel in a heavy-current 

pulsed accelerator.    ZhTF,   no.   11.   1973,   23 24-2331, 

Bekhtev,   B,  V. ,   and I.   S.   Shchedrin.    Method of smooth energy control 

at the output of a linear charged particle accelerator.     Author's certificate , 

USSR.  no.   366825,   published June 21,  1971.      (Otkr izobr,  41/73,   p.   239) 

Bondarenko,   B.   V.    Stability of electron emission and the service life 

of various field emission cathodes.    ZhTF.   no.   11,   1973,   2441-2447. 

Chogovadzc.  M.   Ye.    Nonlinear interaction of a low density electron 

beam with monochromatic oscillations of a spatially confined plasma. 

ZhTF.   no.  11,   1973,   2286-2291. 

Ivanov,   A.   A. ,  S.   M.   Korshunov,   N.  S.   P.oryuWa,   and S.   P.  Tarasov. 

Nonlinear interaction of gpacjg rharge waves with trapped electrons. 

ZhFTF.   v.  65,   no.   5,   1973,   IH57-1865. 

Ventova,   I.  D. ,   and G.   N.   Fursey.      Characteristics of the surface 

self-diffusion process under conditions of critical (surface) reconfiguration. 

ZhTF,   no.   11,   1973,   2432-2440. 

Yevdokimov,   O.   B. ,   V.   V.   Kremnev,   G.   A,   Mesyats,   and V.   B. 

Ponomarev.    Field distribution in a volumetric gas discharge,   initiated 

by fast electron beam.    ZhTF,   no.   d,  1973,   2340-2346. 

1 

? 
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5.     Material Science 
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A.    Abstracts 

Kompaneyets,   A,   L.    Matter in a superdense 

stal e.    /'emlva i vselennaya,   no,   3,   1973,   12-17. 

The modern theory of ihe siate of matter under ultra high 

pressure and its implieations to astrophysics are presented in popularised 

form.    !liuh and ultrahiph pressures are defined in terms of their effect on 

atomic arrangement in a crystal lattice and structure of atoms and nuclei, 

respectively.    Atomic  rearrangement is illustrated by the examples of gra- 

phite-to-diamond conversion and solid hydrogen met allizat ion,   which is 

predicted to occur under 2, SOO, 000 atmospheres. 

The significance of metallic  hydrogen superconductivity is 

underlined for m.vnetic fields of the planets as well as technological 

applications.     A practical method is described for generating ultra high 

pressures  of the order of ?. x 10'   atm.   for extremely short  periods of time. 

Formation of a  Fermi gas at absolute zero and even higher pressures is 

explained in terms of quantum theory.    The theory of the enerry states in 

a Fermi  gas in ronjunrlion with the Einstein theory of gravitation is applied 

to describe the models  of while dwarfs and neutron stars (pulsars).      Energy 

states of the Fermi g.;;. are presented schematically for a low-density slate 

and above-nuclear densitv state. 

Manzheliy,   V.   ('•. ,   13.   G.  Udovidchenko, 

and V.   Pi.   Yesel'son,     Possible phase transition 

in solid parahydrogen.    ZhFTF   P,   v.   18,   no,  1, 

1973,   30-32, 

Results are given of the thermal expansion and compressibility 

measurements of solid parahydrogen in a pre-melting  region of temperatures 
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(T < 14. H ' K) under ^0 arm pressure.    The experimental procedure was 

similar to thai  desc ribed before by two of the authors  (J.   Low Temp.   Phys, 

v.   3,   1070.   420).    'The test specimens contained 9« ± 0. ^^  parahydrogen. 

The experimental plots (Fi^.   1)  show a 0.15^  average jump in V,  which 

I 
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Fig.   I.    Molar volume  V of parnhydropon at 
P=  31  atm versus temperature;   ^ and •-   on 
heal ing,   o -  on i ooling. 

occurred  in the 13. 7-14. 2    K  ran.....     A  V jump hysteresis,   i.e..   a difference 

in  jump temperature on healing and cooling,   was note.!.     The slower the 

crystallization of the specimen the greater is hysteresis.    The upper 

temperature of the V jump al  ^0 atm.   depends on direction of temperature 

change and on the history of the solidified gas specimen.     V jumps were 

also detected in preliminary experimental determination of thermal expansion 

u .der 150 atm pressure and of compressibility. 
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The cited phenomena are interpreted as the effecl  of first- 

order phase transition in the solid state.    The rather unusual decrease in 

>■ durinp  transition from ,.  low-temperature to a hiph-t emperature phase 

is atlrihuted to inaccuracy of transition temperature measurement. 

Rarlier experimental   data of different Western authors are discussed in 

l.-rms  o-  the phase transition.     Tn particular,   the most recent data of R. 

Wanner   md 11.   Meyer (in print)  on ultrasound absorption and sound velocity 

in solid  narahydropen are , onnected with a possible existence of phase 

transition.    The authors  plan to make a detailed study of the cited phenomenon 
at  press ires to 200 atm. 

I 

rokiy,   V.   V.,    V.   I.   Zaytsev,   and  P,.   p.   Filatov. 

M£i 1'anism of formation of ordered dislocation 

strurlure in metals,   deformed hy a high hydrostatic 

pressure.     I  F/h,   v.   18.   no.   7,   l'i?^.   1178-U81. 

I he nonlinear elastic   theory    previously applied to explain the 

ffect  ol hydrostaii,   pressure on dislocation interactions in a solid r.alhin. 

\.   A.,   etal.   DANSSSR.   v.   204,   no.   2,   1072,   ni).   is expanded further to' 

explain the mechanism of formation of an orderen dislocation structure from 

the cite,   effect.     Il   is shown thai  hydrostatic pressure determines  formation 

of an ordered structure of cellular type in metals deformed without heating. 

If  follows  from nonlinear elastic theory that,   at  a high 

hydrostatic pressure.   1) the interaction force between dislocations increases: 

2) a fore e proportional to the pressure P and contributing to mechanical 

polygonization    is exerted on two parallel edge dislocations: 3) the interactioT 

orce between an ed..,e dislocation and the wall increases; 4) two edge 

dislocations  of the same sign tend to order one above the other  in a plane 

normal  • o the , iide plane,   and   ^  stability of dislocat ion walls  increases. 
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rhc ,-m.d .heoretica] deducHons reflect peculiarities of the mechanism of 

formation of ordered dislocation structure.    An ordered cellular structure 

-as  observed in a Nh-Ti alloy at a relatively  Low pressure (3-10 kbar).   as 

indicated hy electron micrographs. 

Simakov.   G.   V. ,   M.   A.   Podurets,   andR.   F. 

I'mnin.   jVrw data on compressihiliiy of oxides 

MTfiJI^^jes^ar^^hypoihesis of garth ' s 

liomocenenus composition.    DANSSSR,   v.   211 

no. 6, 197^,  n <n-r-tx^ 

I ^ew experimental  da,a on .hock compressibility of natural 

-ssMerit,   fSn02) and syml etic  barium fluoride fBaP,)  sinGle crystals are 

presenteH  in comparison with earlier data on ru.ile fTiO^ and fluorite 

fCaFJob^ined by Al'tshuh.r and ;he authors (October.   1^73 Report    p    SO) 
Study of materials with  rntile-.vpe crystal  structure is of special interest 

to the controversial problem of composition of the  Farth's core 

I 

r 

Tho experimental  data are plotted in a density   p- pressure P 

fup'o -^.^ MbaH coordinate system.    Qualitatively all compression curves 

.Hus obtained are  snnilar.   and  refect  the TiO .^ Ca r?-^M cCu ,  phase 

transitions.    The cited dat-, ,ive sufficient support to th'e   probability of 

.rans.ormationofstipoveri.e.   the most dense (oo - 4.28s/rln
3)  rutile-Iike 

SiO, modification,   into an even denser structure (oo ^   10p/cm3) under  P-T 
'ondinom   prevalent  in the  ,owol. m;intl(, of tho   ^^    ^ ^  ^ ^.^ 

••xist. ol  interpreting chemical composition of the path's core on the basis of 

-he Ramsey hypothesis for  phase transformations.    In summary,   the new 

'iara allow takin.  in consideration the model of a chemically homogeneous 

Plane   along with the presently more widely accepted hypothesis of iron-nicke, 
composition of (he core. 
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Gural'nik,   K.   Kli. ,   L.   \n,  Maksimov.   C],   ("I. 

Mukhin,  and V.   Yo.  Slobtsov.    Increase in 

plasticity of molybdpnum    aftor hyrlrostatir 

ror-nprpssion.     I IKhOM,   no.   4,   1973,   HP-92. 

1 I vdroslat ii   extrusion of brittlo molybdenum    rods with 

0.12"'  C was  studied,   fn verify   m earlier reported increase in plasticity 

of metals  from tbe effect  of hirli  pressure and the resulting feasibility of 

cold working brittle metals under high pressure.    Ilydrosratic compression 

to 1C) kbar was carried out at room temperature to T-I-SZ'^ reduction.    The 

tabulated and plotted mechanic.1 characteristics  of the Mo test specimens 

before and after compression show,   as expected,   an increase in strength, 

hardness,   and plasticity,   even with 82% reduction. 

Micrographs of the hydrostatically compressed Kin specimens 

revealed breakdown of carbide particles  originally located along the grain 

boundaries,   and their re-oriei.. at ion parallel to the direction of metal flow. 

This breakdown of brittle boundary interlayers of carbide phase is considered 

to be the main factor in plastic ity increase.    Simultaneously,  brittle molybdencm 

can be hydrostatically formed without  fracture.     Voids observed in the 

vicinity of carbide particle-; can be considered as the first step of a fracture 

process;  the  solid carbide phase particles  are the sites of the n icrovoids 

generation during compression. 

,-. 
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Knsitsyn,   V.   P.,   T.   M.   Platovn,   and T.   Yo. 

Khor.'v.     Phasp transitions  in low-rarhon steel 

a! lujgh prossurcs.     FiKhOM ,   no.   4,   197^,   143- 

146. 

'. 

: 

Phase transitions  from high-speerl impact loaflini.' of low- 

.■ar))on sto«^! worn stiuliorl !>y m ioroijraphii   analyris.   with reforonce to ihe 

known pressure-Icmporalu re phase diagram of Arnico iron.     Mit rographs 

are shown of the target area in the vicinity of a crater  from the impact  of a 

metallic plate at    -2000 m/sec.    The P-T phase diagram (up to T 0 khar and 

2,000    C)  shows two possible phase transitions  from impact  loading:    the 

high-temperature a- Fe (b.c.c.)? y- Fe ff. c.cj transition above the triple 

point,   and the 1 ov. -temperature ry- Fe   (b. c.cj^f-  Fe (h. c. p J  'ransition 

below that  point. 

Analysis  of the micrographs confirmed that (hery^y^hase 

transition   occur?   in the sin face area  of l\ •■  striker contact with the tarpet and 

below thai   surface,   at  the sites  of localized plastic deformation of the slip 

band type.    The  o ^ e  phase transition mav occur,   if a  rapid cooling of the 

near-crater area  is supplied.    The  presence of a r ecr ystalli? ed structure 

in the surface ar.   i  of the striker  contact with the target is an indirect 

confirmation of a  high temperature produced in that area by the high-speed 

impact of a s olid. 

Shekhtrr,   !',.   I.,   and   !,.   A.   Shushko.      Shock 

adiabats of some plastic laminates.     FfliV,   no. 

4,   1073,   son.601. 

Fxperimer.t.il  shock adiabats  are plotted for FT texfolite KASl -V 

fiber glass  laminate ami type A asbestos-! ext olite  laminate.      Tomposition 

and characteristics of the materials are tabulated.    Compressibility was 
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dfl crininofi H\irin^ nhork wavp pr opafrntion a(-ross the- lamina.     Iropagation 

rate ij was inensur<'(] uith an rms error o! 40-^0 m/sec.    Rased on the 

pxperimenlal p-u points,   p ran be approximat eH by 

P     Aio"-   1), (D 

i 

where p is the pressure at the shock wave  front,   A and n aro constants 

determiner] from the experimental data in the p= l^-^DO  kbar range,   and 

(T is the  ratio of material dnnsity in tho shock wave to its initial density. 

Shock adiah.ts ihus obtained dr\'iatr from the experimental shock 

i-Hahais obtained by Andrnvcv    et al  fFGiV,   v.   7.   1071,   p.   M by as much as 
:;0"'.    'rh^ theoretical sliork adjabats  of the cited phenolic plastic  laminates, 

which were calculated on the basis of their composition and additivity of 

component compressibilities,   differ from experimental values 1     a maximu 

Ci-lO"^.    This good agreement between the author's experimental ■ ita and 

theory con^irrr1--  'heir reliability,   .is well as the error of the experimental 

method used by Andreyev et al. 

m 

I 
I 

• 

\      ' 

Demchenko,   N.   S.     Rakir^g dispersed oxide 

i ompusii ions   for r.i^h-l empi'ratnr e protective 

coatings.     Poroshkovaya metallurgiya,   no.   7, 

197^,   18-21, 

Kinetics of high-temperature (^OO-'^O1   C) sintering of 

dispersed  oxide composites with activating  oxide additives are studied 

experimentally to develop gas-tight dense diffusion coatings on metals.    The 

compositions  studied were of SiO, with alkaline earths;  7,nO; ReO; and MoO- 

or SiC*    f   RT^  
w^t'1 alkaline earths,   7 nO,   and  Re(    or transition metal 

oxides in given proportions.     The additives were surface-active oxides or 

fillers,   e.g.,   AlpO^,   Cr-O, ,   Tin.,   MgO,   CaO.    High-temperature 
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(U-iiMirit .ilion pi-di I-HH W.IH monitor^H continuously by fiifforcnti.il rr-Histanre 

ami tlilai onu'l rii   techniquos, 

Tl   in  shown ihat  the snrface-aclivo arlriitives are effective- 

in th«j initial staue of sintering,   pnrticularly if the sintered material is 

humidified before  forming'.    Al elevated temperatures,   the additives which 

form eutectics with powder grains accelerate densification by surface 

diffusion.     The curve of temperature of the effective sintering initiation 

versus the Me-O bond elect ronegativity (Yw     -Y   )  of an additive-   exhibits 

a peak.     The efficiency of an additive decreases with increase in its content; 

the optimum effect is  observed with 3-5°'  additive. 

1 

- 

Levitskiy,   V.   A.,   i\T,   N.   Shevchenko,   Yu, 

Khekirnov,   and   Ya.   I.   Gerasimov.    Studying 

int eractions of stvontium oxide and strontium 

tungstate with zirronimn ai  high temperatures in 

hydrogen or in vacwurn.    DAN SSSR,   v,   211, 

no.   4,   1973,   916-919. 

I xperimental data are given on the high-temperature reactions 

of SrO and Sr^WO.  with  /r which is used as the activaior of thermionic 
5 n 

emission from the alkaline earth and alkaline earth metal tungstate cathodes. 

The reactions were studied of SrO with 7r in vacuum  al  1,100    C,   Sr,WO_ 

with '/.r in vacuum at 1,000-1,800    C and Sr   WCL  with Zr in a hydrogen flow 

at 1, I00-l,C)00O C.    Most of  the compacted mixtures were held for 2-3 hours 

at the specified temperature.     In a few experiments,   reaction time in vacuum 

was extended   up to ^00   h to study intermediate reaction products. 

The tabulated x-ray diffraction and thermodynamir  data show 

that the- solid end-products of all Sr.WO,   f Zr reactions studied are SrZr^O 
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and \Vr in varying ratios,   depending on the 7r amount in the initial mixture. 

The solid end-product of the SrO h Zr reactions is SrZrO,.    In addition,   liquid 

Sr inequilibrium with Sr vapors is formed by reduction of SrO or Sr  WO 
3       6' 

At the lower temperatures,   intermediate reaction products are Sr  ZrO 
Sr2WCV   anc3 r/vC'2-    ^ lie amount of these products decreases as the 

reaction time and temperature arc increased.     Finally,   the Sr^WO, + Zr 

reaction is accelerated significantly in a dry hydrogen stream. 

! 
I* 

Kozlov,   L.   F.,   and  V.   C.   Mizyuk.     Approximate 

integration of the equations of a laminar boundary 

layer on a porous heat-insulated surface i.i a 

compressible «as with suction.    IN: Gidromekhanika. 

Resp,   mezhved,   sb. ,   no.   23,   1973,   26-40.    (RZhMekh, 

8/73,   no.   8B613).   (Translation) 

I li 

.. 

■- 

I 

[' 

Compressible gas  flow around a porous heat-insulated surface 

with suction is described by a unified set of three  Loytsyanskiy momentum 

equa'ions.    Solution of the set is given.    The case of a plate is analyzed in 

detail.    Solutions obtained for particular cases are compared with exact 
solutions. 

Yurovich,      .   R, ,   and V.  M.   Kaptsevich,    A 

nonstntiona ry method of separating radiative 

and convective components of a heat   flux during 

a  complex heat exchange.    IAN B,   seriya fiz. - 

energ.   navuk,   no.   I,   1973,   84-85.     (RZhMekh, 
8/73,   no.   8R616). 

A  theoretical basis is developed for a new method of separately 

determining the radiative component qR  of the total heat flux under conditions 
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of a high-intensity hcatinfi by radiation and convection.    Such a problem 

arises in some [unspecified] new technological fields.     Basically,  the 

new method consists in jointly solvinp the heal  equation and the equation 

of nonst .tionary heal  flou   for two infinite , lates with «iven emissivitieg 

e]   and c , and co-flu ients A,   and A2 of thermal  conductivity.    Thus an 

expression for  (-*T " *)x   _  , is derived,   then qR   is  expressed as a function 

nfCny^-).. __ o.   ,(cVr2/)x)x      (),   ,v   ,r  Xj.   and X2.    Experimentally, 

qR can he determined by approximating an infinite plate and recording the 

time dependence of temperature on the front  and bad.  surfaces  of the plate. 

letrak,   D.     Xurnt-rical computation  of ronvective 

heat exchange between spherical particles and 

aas flow.    IN;   Sb.   Teplo-i   massoperenos,   v.   ft, 

pt.   2,   Minsk,   1972,   27-44.    (RZhMekh.   H/73.   no. 
■' l'''-/'23),    (Translation). 

... 

A   joint  numerical  solution is presented of the R antz-Marshall 

equation for convective bent  exchange with the equation of particle motion. 

A specific exan pie illustrates detailed computation of the solution.    It is 

shown that the suggested numerical method can be applied also to the heat 

exchange problern in u       eady-state flow around a body. 

Poluboyarinov,   D.   M. ,   A.  S.   Metushevskiy.   P.   AT. 

Karpinos,   V.   M.  flroshevch.   Ye.   P.   Mikhashchuk. 

c.nd A.  S.   Vlasov.    A refractory material.    Anther's 

certificate.   USSR,   no.   357183.   published January 25. 

1973.     (RZbKh.   15'73,   no.   l5M4n  P).   (Translation). 

A method is introduced for preparing magnesia-base heat- 
resistant  refractories from a mixture of (% by weight) 80-85 MgO 

and 15-20 MgO crystal whiskers,     A finely-dispersed MgO  powder 
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is mixed with MR0 crystal whiskers in the required ratio.      Th. 
mixture thus obtained is hoi-molded 

in graphite compression molds for 

e,   then cooled with the 
20 min.   at 1600° under 150 kg/cm2 pressur 

compression mold.    Characteristics of the finished products are- 8   7"', 

Poros.t,   1.300 kp/cm2    bending strength,   and heat endurance of oJer 
50 cycles from 20 to 1000° in air 

Ciulayev,   V.   M.,   K.   1.   Ryabtsev,   V.   S. 

Baktmov et a|.    Strength^and deformation 
character5stics o 

ker? 
' quartz plass_.    Steklo  i 

amika n->.   6,   1073,   14-lo. 

I 

i 

An "P"™-'-I .i«e,mi„atio„ is described of the bending 
sirain characterisfif«     ct-i;       i     .• , F 

>.i iti .cs    static elastic modiiIna T    ^v, i u     J- ^r i •   v . moaums  I- .   dnrl bending strrnethcT 

: ,::,:;r::5,:d' "■—■' ^ ^—»- - ^ ---. 

a ■ '""' ■ ""-■"-■-i- are of spednl impor,a„ce to the use of 
qua,-,. s,ass   ,s r, high.temperalure (1000.1200o C) ^^^^^ ^^^^^ 

procedures     The""1"6 tCStS ^'^ ""^ ^ '" ^""^ "^ '""* diff"- 
L; -P™») strain-.etnperature curves at three different 
•cads,  creep rate , - temperature curves a, a constant ioad and f - stress 

rv:: ■" l•,oo nr—<■—s „ rlifrerent teiT,peratU!.eSi E. nd 
,   -      n.pera.ure crves.are Biven.    Creep rate r is described adeq„at.Iy hy 

•. s«n -emptr.ca, expression      h is ahow„ that irreversibie deformation 
under load sets   in above SOO0 r       T 
undo    a, iOOO^r- ^"P«"'"-■äependence pat.erns of E 

n   ah a, i.OOO   c ,s expla.ned hy s.ress relaxation a, the onset of piastic 

formation   A, ,. ,00° c a, decreases,  as deformation rate becomes 

s gntftcan .    „ence,  the cohesive strength of q„ar,r. 8,ass must decrease 

a ovc ,00   c. the cited increase is reisted ,o stress rc,ax,-„io„ at        onset 
of trrevors.ble high-tempcaturc deformation. 

ire 
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Gerasimov,   Ya.   I.,   I.  A.   Vasil'yeva,   Zh,   V. 

Granovskaya,   and A.   F.  Mayorova.     Thermo- 

dynamic properties of nonstoichiomotric zirconium 

dioxide in the 117^-1373     K (emporaturo interval. 

DAN SSSR,   v.   210,   no.  6,   1973,   1347-1349. 

The partial thermodynaniic functions   AG^.-,   ^]l(.^,   and 

-A S   _ of monoclinic ZrD-       were determined in the 1173-1373    K range,  usinc 

an emf method witli a solid electrolyte.    Temperature dependence of emf of 

the cell 

Pt, ZrO^lO'-lFe, F<i>.„0, Pi, (D 

where x      0.003 -0.012,  was measured to an accuracy of ±1. 5 mV.    Preparation 

and chemical   inalvsis of the ZrO-       samples are described.    The statistical 2-x_3 
error of •< del .'rmmation was +1 x 10     .      The AG   . oG  .(T) dependence e i, el 
was derived from the experimental emf data.    The ^'(■>? "- ^"'n?^   ^ dependences 

thus calculated,   the AGrt ,   values al T     .   ,   T.   and T ,   and the AHrt, and ' 0.. min max 02 
AS-T values al  T are tabulated for six x values.     It is  shown tha: All»., and 

02 U<i 

äSn7 decrease sharply,   when deviation from st oichior'iet ry of Zr02 is increase«), 

This composi'ion dependence of ^ H   ^ and £5^ can be interpreted in 

different ways in terms of defect  structure of nonstoichiomet ric /.irconia. 

Nikola yeva,   V.   A.,  G.  M.  Ka far ova,   A,   I.  Rekov, 

Yu.   I.   Pugachev,   V.   N.   Veretennikov,   and Yu.   P. 

Solodov.    A method of obtaining tantalum carbide 

coatings.     Author's certificate,   USSR,   no.   387047, 

.submitted March 19,   1970.    (Otkr izobr,   27/73.   p. 

83). 

A method of obtaining tantalum carbide coatings on graphite 

parts by heating them in a charge of tantalum oxide in an inert atmosphere 
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is rloscribed,    Thr methorl is disiinpuisiied by theiact that to increase the 

t hicl'in-HH of Ihe coatiriRH with Himultaneous decreasr- of the process ^emperaturr , 

tin- articles arc prchealorl to H00    C for ZO-'iO min,   then to 1400    C for not 

less than I hour,   with riwellinp at this temperature for l.ri-2 hours,   then 

subsequent heating to 1500    C for 20-40 min and dwellinp at this temperature 

for 0.5-1.5 hours, 

Polezhayev,   Yu.   V,,   and V.   V,  Gorskiy.    1 leaf 

ami rnas g transfei   oi   the surface of glassy 

material in a hiuh-temperature ^as flow.     IN: 

Sbornik.   Teplo-i  rnacsoperenos,   v.   ^,,   part 2. 

Minsk,   1972,   261-266.    (RZhMekh,   6/73,,   no.  6B756) 

(T ranslation). 

I ht   results of numerical calculations of the effective enthalpy 

of pl''tss and of glass-graphite material near the i ritiral 7.o;ie c)f a blunt body 

durinq laminar and turbulent boundary layer states are presented.    It is 

shown that wl en ii e thermal cou-' , :tivity of mo'* en glass decreases and its 

viscosity increases,   the effectit'r enthalpy increases.    It follows from 

the given data that  the    urrenl  lev   ' of knowledge of 'he ihermal physical 

characteristics of uiolton c;lass perniits t-alrulation of ita effective enthalpy 

within an error of t35"'. The effective enthalpv of homogeneous ),'lass is 

weakly clependem  on the composition of tie ^H in the incident flow.    However, 

if the /naterial ront iins  free rari)on,   Tnass transfer depends considerably on 

the composition of 'he  ^as.    ralculations carried out  for glass-qraphite 

plastic showed that,   as the oxygen content  in the in< ident flow increases,   the 

effective enthalpy decreases considerably due to a decrease of the degree of 

silicon dioxide dissociation.    Deviation from this rule was observed only at 

relatively small values  of enthalpy of gas deceleration,   when the thermal 

effect of chemical  reactions occurring on the surface also had an appreciable 

effect  on the effective enthalpy of the material. 
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Likharev,   K.  K.    Nonlinear properties of 

granular superconducting films.    FTT,   no. 

8,   1973,   25Ü4-2B27. 

Static current-voltage (I-V) and other nonlinear characteristics 

of granular superconducting thin films,  e.g. .  tin. with a constant current I 

applied to the film,   are calculated.    A  microbridge model of high-impedance 

film with weak superconducting links between grains is used.    Formulas are 

derived for voltage VN across a microbridge segment with N > 1 weak links, 

.he critical current density WdJ through a weak link,   and the characterise 

current I    through the grains.    It was assumed that prains are hemisphere, 

temperature is near V   and coherence distance and penetration depth are 

not too c^'cat. 

The calculated I-VN characteristic.   Ir value.  SHF impedance 

R    and third h .rmonic voltage V^ versus SHF current ^through a micro- 

bridge are found to be in good agreement with the experimental data of 

Bertin and Rose (.     Appl.   Phys..   ..  42.  1971.  631).    The observed low inert.a 

of the 1-V charact. -istic vs. the SHF field is particularly well explained xn 

the framework of the described model as the result  of Josephson current 

generation in the weak links between grains. 

Alekseyevskiy.   N.   Ye..  N    V.   Ageyev.  and V.  F. 

Shamray.     Effect_of mechanical deformations on 

auperconducting properties of an ^At-NbgQe 

allov system^   DAN SSSR,   v.   211,   no.   2.   1973, 

322-^24. 

The effects are studied of hydrostatic compression up to IOC kbar. 

and uniaxial compression to fracture,  on temperature of the superconducting 

transition T    and phase composition of cast Nb^Ge specimens.    Th.s 
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composition exhibits a maximum T    of 18-19° K on the T    versus c c 
composition curve.    Experiments with hydrostatic compression to 6 kbar 

revealed a verv small revrrsible shift toward lower T    on the fransiHon 
c 

curve Tc versus A Mt,   but a strong broadening of the curve with irreversible 

shifting toward lower Tc al pressures over 100 kbar.    The effect of ~100 kbar 

pressure is believed to result from decomposition of Mb.-Al  fie. 

An x-ray structural analybis of the specimen under 100 kbar 

pressure indicated the presence of Nb-base and Nb_Al-base solid solutions. 

Uniaxial compression to fracture fat 20 t/cm    pressure) of the cast specimen, 

and the powder obtained by grinding the specimen,   had a similar effect on the 

Tc curve.    Substructure analysis indicated a reduction in size of mosaic 

blocks and a small increase in lattice constant by uniaxial compression to 

fracture.    Apparently these changes in the substructure are the cause of 

decrease in T    and broadening of the transition curve. 

Bartel',    I.   ,   K.-Kh.   Bertel',   K.   Fisher,   R. 

Gebe I',   el al.    Supr rconduct ivity and electron 

su-iu ture of altra-pure  niobium.    Part I. 

Obtaining ultra-pure niobium.    FMiM,   v.   3^, 

no.   5,   1973,   921-931. 

A detailed description is given of the preparation   procedure 

of ultrahigh purity niobium single crystals for use in the subsequent study of 

superconductivity and electron structure of Nb.    This later study was made 

at the Institute of Physical Problems,   AS USSR and the Central Institute of 

solid state physics,   [East: German Academy of Sciences.    The study was 

undertaken because of a discrepancy between the theory of type 11 super- 

conductors and   experimental data on Nh. 
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The closcribed procedure consists of the followinR steps; 

preparation of ultrahigh purity Mbz05 by solvent extraction of substitutiona] 

impurities (Ta.   Zr,   Mo,   W.   Fe) from purified Nb^^ chlorinalion-reduction 

of ultrahigh purity Nrb205; vacuum thermal decomposition of NbCl    to 

polycrystalline Wb rod; electron bc-am zone refininp of ^b rods in high vacuum 

to obtain purified Nb single crystals in the form of cylinders or ellipsoids of 

revolution annealing the sinple    rystals first at 2.000° C in an oxygen stream 

at p02  -  5 x 10"    torr,   then at 2. 300° C for 30 hours in ultrahigh vacuum 

(end pressure =  10"      torr).     The substitutiona] impurity content was 

determined by ch( mical analysis of the product after each operation.    The 

interstitial impurities content  (C,   N, O) was evaluated from the measured 

residual resistance ratio ro =  Ro/R^00o K =   l/Ci of Mb with an impurity 

addition.    The data show thai the best Nb single crystals obtained had a ^ 105. 

The estimated maximum contents of the interstitial and substitutional atoms 

were 0.4 and 2.5 ppm,   respectively,   i.e.,  within the required limits. 

Vasenko,   S.   A.     Detecting electromagnetic 

radiation by superconducting point contacts. 

RiE,  no.  8.  1973,   1694-1697. 

The problem of electromagnetic radiation detection by a 

superconducting point contact is analyzed,   on the assumption that the contact 

satisfies the conditions imposed by the Aslamazov-Larkin theory.    The 

vortical current step of the current-potential curve at the potential V = h^/Ze. 

where u is the frequem y of applied monochromatic radiation,   is used to 

detect radiation.    A strong diffusion of the step caused by fluctuations of the 

normal current component is accounted for in calculations of the critical 

Josephson current T^ and the maximum potential difference V    - V   = AV 

across the contact  in the presence and in the absence of a weak monochromatic 

radiation with a' > a'o      Ze.T.R/t^    In this case,   ^ V is expressed as a function 

of co and power Pftc) of applied monochromatic radiation. 
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It is shown that power equivalent P      of the noise in the far 

infrared spectral region,   e.p. ,  X     600 \i,   significantly exceeds the threshold 

sensitivity of known detectors,    A formula is also derived for response 

^V(.T) of the point contact to a nonmonochromatic radiation.    The ^V(J) 

can be calculated,   if  P(cü) is known.    In summary,   the possibility of 

estimating P      in the far infrared region from the derived formula suggests 

the feasibility of a high sensitivity detector based on nonst ationary Josephson 

effect. 

Likharev,   K.  K,  anrl V.  K. Semenov.    Kffect 

of flucti ations oiith<' SHF impedance of super- 

conducting point contacts.    RiE,   no.   8,   1973, 

1757-1759. 

Th<   effi cts of intrinsic noise and external induction aoise on 

the impedance / of a supercenducting Doint contact are analyzed in the frame- 

work of AslamaBov-Larkin theory.    In the case of thermal intrinsic noife If 

and a small SHF pump signal at frequency O),   Z is expressed through the 

distribution functions a,  a' of the phase 6= c-ir/2,  where o is  the phase 

difference at the contact.    In the case of an external low-frequency induction 

noise,   /. is the average weighted value of 7. in the   absence of noise.    The 

calculated maximum differential  resistance Rd /R-l   of the contact and max 
the corresponding time averaged voltage V across thn contact are plotted fci" 

both noise types.     It is shown that the singularity of /  is smeared by noise 

at generation frequencies equal to zero or the signal frequency.    Thus    the 

frequency region in which the contact exhibits a negative resistance shrinks from 

the effect of fluctuations.       here exist optimum frequencies Q - 0."/w    =1 and 

1.5   at which the effect of the external and intrinsic fluctuations,   respectivelv, 

is minimum,  where cc    is the critical Tosephson frequency.     At  small If = 

I  ,   Re(Z) attains extreme values at a frequency differing by about one line 

width from Josephson generation frequency. 
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Serdyiik,   A.   D.   and I.  I,   Fal'ko.      Spir- 

latticerg laxation of a two-band superconductor, 

taMnjj; iuto account the interband scatteringof 

t'U'rtrons by phonons.     FMiM,   v.   36,   no.   ?., 

1973,  427-429. 

The effect is analyzed of interband scattering of conduction 

electrons by phonons   on the time of spin-lattice relaxation in superconductors 

havinp large or small concentration of nonmagnetic impurities.    At temperatur« s 

T  < T   ,   the T   /T dependence of the relaxation rate ratio R   /R    in super- c c r s      n r 

conducting and normal states i^ described in a good approximation by the 

sum of Kvo exponential functions.    Thus,  the plot of log (F<    /R   ) versus T ^T 

exhibits a discontinuity.    The R   /R    ratio is calculated from the expresuion 

of reciprocal  relaxation time I/T,   in which the term BT     accounts for inter- 

band electron scattering.    In these calculations it was assumed that A, ^.^S» 

Analysis indicates that at a small im^irity concentration 

fl/r^   < 1),   the Log (R   /R   ) =  f(T   f'V)  curve is similar in shape to thai of — s       n c 
a pure superconductor,   if the parameters A,   and A^ are substituted for A, 

and £,.    Only the «lope of the curve segment associated with A.  is   steeper, 

when ihc BT    term is introduced.    In ihe case ot large impurity concentrat ion 

(1/T£ ^ 1),   the discontinuity characteristic of a two-band structure disappears 

and (he slope of the log(R   /R   )      f{T   /T) curve is determined by the 1/2(A1  + 

^-) term. 

Abrikosov,   A.   A.,   and V.   M.  Genkin.    The 

theory of optical Raman scattering in super- 

conductors.    ZhETF,   v.  6rs   no.   2,   1973,    842- 

847. 

The problem is discussed of calculating the amplitude of 

optical Raman effect in superconductors,  more accurately than was done by 
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Ahrikosov and Fal'kovskiy (ZhETF,   v. 40.   1961,   262) on the basis of the 

simplest electron model of a neutral Isotropie Fermi gan.    Modifications 

ire introduced to the original theory of Raman scattering.    These resulted 

from taking into   account  simultaneously the effects of meral anisotropy 

and shielded Coulomb interactions between electrons.     Accordingly,   the 

original function of the transmitted frequency f(q  ) is reformulated with 

allowance for anisotropy and Coulomb interactions. 

Analysis of the new formula for f(q ) indicates a fairly sharp 

rise of scattering amplitude near the absorption threshold in spite of some 

diffusion due to anisotropy.      Anisotropy-induced variations in probability 

of Raman scattering   ire evaluated in relation to the Fermi  surface-Brillouin 

/.one intersection.    It  is shown that the probability will decrease by a 10"^  - 

10       factor,    or increase several times relative to the previously obtained 

value for an isotropic model,   depending on the polarization direction of the 
scattered light. 

Osipov,   K.   A..   A.   F.  Orlov,   T.   L.   Bo'-ovich, 

A.  K,   Milay,   and L.  S. Sobiyeva.    Superconductivity 

in films of niobium mixtures with aluminum oxide. 

FMiM,   v.   35,   no.   S,  1973,   1174-1178. 

T    of the superconducting transition,   resistances R    and R 
r N 

at room temperature and a temperature just above T   ,   and critical current 

jc in a 0-40  Oe magnetic field were measured in hard superconductor films 

obtained by simultaneous high-vacuum deposition of Nb and  alumina in varied 

proportions.    The plotted experimental data show that at low A120     concentrations, 
1 c ^P'/PN 

are much lower ,han in P"re Nb films   of the same thickness. 
Tc remains at this low level and pr/pN even increases in films with up to 

5 atwr A1203; films with up to ~20 at % Al^ are superconducting.    The T 

of the films is believed to depend on grain sire of their metallic component, 
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whidi .|t-(rfaB«'H with increaae in dielectric content.    Destruction of 

super, onductivity is therefor.-    correlated with the minimum prain siee. 

I he critical field value H(,2 and current-carrying capacity of the films 

in a magnetic field at 4.2° K are maximum at an optimum oxide concentration 

of 8-10 at %.    Analysis of yil) variations suggests that a mixed state sets 

up in a magnetic field and vortices in a magnetic flux are pinned down 

rigidly by dispersed oxide inclusions within the cited range of H. 

Sirota,   N.   N. ,   and A.  K.   Fedotov.    Electric- 

conductivity and superconductivity of vanadium- 

niobium-chromium solid golutions.    DAN BSSR, 

no.   7,   1973.  613-616. 

Results are presented of resistivity o measurements of pure 

V and  \rb metals,   their binary alloys,   and ternary V-Nb-10 at % Cr solid 

solutions in the 2-350° K range.    The measurements were done to evaluate 

superconductivit>  parameters from high-temperature electric conductivity 

iata of the alloys in their normal  state.    The experimental plots ahow three 

iistincl temperature dependence regions:   quadratic p(T2) from 10-15° K 

•oTq
rr 'c> ^0-60° K; intermediate,   ^om Tq

max io T^11 . 190-260° K; and 

linear p(T) at T > T^n  .    1 he p{T)   plot in the intermediate region features 

a slight curvature.    The T  dependence of the relative temperature coefficient 

a - 0./p300) (dp/dT) is rectilinear at T < T  max.   exhibits a peak in the 
rmax _ yi-nin      The T   max       , _min -! 

lin. 
,   ii.a.A _inin •    . , 
q and T^     vary with composition of the alloys. 

The observed p(T)  regions are in agreement with theory.    The 

linear p(T) dependence data and DCS theoretical formula for T    are used to 

correlate superconductivity parameters T    and X with p of the allova at 
_ ^  _min      _. . c v ' 

i        i.    ".    This correlation agrees well with the   experimental T    for 
.mm 
lin 

dilute V-Cr and Nb-Cr alloys,  but not for concentrated V-Nb and V-N-10 at % 
Cr alloys. 
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Galitskiy.   V.M..  V.  F.   Yele.in.  and Vn.  V. 

Kopayev.    Pos^^ility of high temperature 
^.Hnctivitv in —r^-rn svBtems . 

i   • vVxTTF P   v. 18,  no« 1» 1973, with repulsion.    Zhi.it   f,  v. 

50-53. 

The poMibility i. analyxed of obtaining a high '"■"«'"■ 
„atU„ in ncneV^ sy*™ wUh .epuUive -«----«" 

,   >0> from the effect of a.trong electromagnetic held c.    A 
eiec, rons (g > 0) from « ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ of .nterband tr.n.ltlon 

dielectric gapX= a    E, „ s Bhow„ tha, electron quasiparticl.» 
U    made possible by appUcatmn of ..     « " Ferm. ^^ 

ta a metal can transit through the gap X from a     ate be ^ 
,0 a state ahove X on account of multiphonon proc«  es    but        y ^ F 

the frequency on the order of Debye frequency.     In   h       «. ^ ^ ^ 

trivial solntionwith »-'-----^ts lu   on I-ith gap .„    such °hat 
where X - 0, becomes poss.ble.     CMS new o 
2A    > ,.       in a nonequilibrium state in the presence of f.        sell g 
2A        Oy,   m M ,„. electron distribution inversion which in 

in the sense that the BaP P""0'".; e;tr0"    a5.   arlicle tr„nsition through 
lurn    stains the gap.   The possibility of quaspart.o f the 

- - - - i-rriir^r:: cLa. r. weu as 
system to an applied weaK neia 

an altnrnating magnetic field. 

Vodop'yanov,  F.  A..andYn. F. Tagintsev. 

.^erconductinr synchrotron wigiamechamc^ 
"nim^ tlme^tedeEendent magnetic fiej^  INt   Tr. 

Z^ZT^.    AN SSSR. no. 11, 1977.,    .1- 
,20.    (RZhElektr,  9/73, no. 9A279). (Translation,. 

A superconducting circular accelerator is examined whose 

magnetic system enlists of constant field magnets mechanically counter 
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Galitskiy,   V. M. ,   V.   F.   Yelesin,  and Yu.   V. 

Kopayrv.    Possibility of hie;h temperature 

supercnnductivily in  nonequilibrium systems 

with repulsion.    ZhETF P,   v.  18,  no.  1,  1973, 

50-53. 

The possibility is analyzed of obtaining a high transition 

temperature in nonequilibrium systems with repulsive interaction between 

electrons (g > 0) from the effect of a strong electromagnetic field e.    A 

dielectric gap X =  d^c,  where d^ is ^he dipole moment of interband transition 

is     made possible by application of e.     It is shown that electron quasiparticles 

in a metal can transit through the gap X from a state below the Fermi level 

to a state above X on account of multiphonon processes,  but only  if 2X > cü 

the frequency or. the order of Pebye frequency.     In this case,   besides the 

trivial solution with superconducting gap A= 0,   the solution with A =   A2 - X2 

o ' 
where X-*■ 0,  becomes possible.    This new solution with gap Z^       such that 
ZAo > aF'   in a ,lor-eqiiiIibrium .Mate in the presence of e,   is self sustaining 

in the sense that the L-ap promotes electron distribution inversion which in 

;urn    sustains the pap.    The possibility of quasiparticle transition through 

the gap owing to interaction between electrons is noted.    The response of the 

system to an applied weak field is also calculated for a constant as well as 

an alternating magnetic field. 

Vodop'yanov,   F.   A.,   and Yu.   F.   Tagintsev. 

A superconducting synchrotron with a mechanically 

shifting time-independent magnetic field.    IN:   Tr. 

Radiotekhn.   in-ta.     AN CSSR,  no.  11,   1972,  111- 

120.     (RZhElektr,   9/73.   no.  9A279).  (Translation). 

A superconducting circular accelerator is examined whose 

magnetic system consists of constant field magnets mechanically counter 
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shifting in the process of charged particle acceleration.    Tolerance in 

magnet shift,  magnitude of the field,  and the field gradient are determired, 

The neces:    ry law of radial variations in the magnetic field is established. 

The conductor configuration suitable to form a given field is found.    Resonance 

oxcilation of the mechanical magnets is analyxed. 

Troitskiy,   A.   M.    Optimiging the winding 

geometry of a superconducting inductive energy 

storage device.    IN:   ibid.,    138-141.    (RZhElektr, 

9/73,   no.   9A272).     (Translation) 

A method is described for determining the parameters of a 

toroidal inductive energy storage device with a minimum-weight superconducting 

coil lor a given stored energy.    Calculations are made on the assumption that 

coil thickness is small relative to the radius,  and thrt the critical characteristic 
of the coil is line; r. 

Tagintsev,   Yu.   F.    An experimental superconducting 

quadrupole lens with I kg/cm magnetic field gradient 

and a 65 mm aperture.    IN:    ibid.,   142-147.    (RZh 

Elektr,  9/73,  no.   9A273).  (Translation). 

An experimental quadrupole lens is described with a coil made 

of Nb-Ti cable.    The lens is designed to generate a 1 kg/cm field gradient. 

Diameter of the lens aperture is 65 mm,   its O.D.   is 160 mm,   length = 210 mm, 
and weight ~ 8. 5 kg. 
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Babenko,   R.   F. ,   F.  A.   Vodcp'yanov,   Yu. 

F.   Du shin,   et al.    A 900 Mev superconductinp 

isochronous cyclotron.    IN:   ibid. ,   90-99. 

(RZhElektr,   9/73,  no.  9A278).  (Translation) 

The possibility was explored of using a ~900 Mev isochronous 

proton cyclotron with super conducting coils as injector for a 18 Gev booster 

synchrotron with a 40 cps acceleration cycle rate and 2. 5 x 10     particles 

output. 

Litvinov,   V.  N.    Superconducting accelerating 

resonators with variable frequency tuning.    IN: 

ibid.,   148-156.    (RZhElektr,  9/73,  no.  9A274). 

(Translation). 

T'..e location and method of connecting a superconducting 

rotating capacitor are examined to decrease the amount of stored electrical 

energy and tho -peak voll age across the capacitor.    The capacitor is intended 

to achieve tuning of an accelerating resonator of a proton synchrotron 

accurate to Af/f~10     .     A small ferrite modulator with  ~10      modulation index 

is introduced for a more accurate tuning.    The minimum Q of the resonator 

is then 10  .    Selection is made of the mmber of accelerating resonators to 

minimize power supply demand. 
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Bursliteyn,   L.   M. ,   and V.  A.  Rabinovich, 

The equation of state of liquid parahydrogen. 

IAN B,  Seriya firika-energeticheskikh navuk, 

no.   3,   1973,   74-82. 

A method for composing a simple equation of state for liquid 

parahydrogen is introduced to describe thermodynamic properties of the 

liquid and phase equilibrium states.    Establishment of a new equation of 

state was necessary because of the inadequacy of known equations for 

potential application in space technology.    The consecutive mathematical 

operations described are:   derivation of a general equation of state of a liquid 

or gas from the known thermodynamic relation; and determination of the 

three functional terms of this equation in explicit form using known experimental 

C,       P, p,   and T data for liquid parahydrogen,   in that order.    The resulting 

equation of state is presented in the form 

h- 

^     —392,7123  i   !4,54'15r. 

/,     39177.9-  1400,74 T, 

r„      —128,5185 10'     2,4444-lO17 

23.1888• 10T (In T-\)~ 2.76899 ■ lOT(In Tf, 

559,2701 ■ 10' - 42,8003.10T(In T—\)  H 52,09406. [OPT(In F)- 

/,-. 4,'79':669-in». 

(1). 

■vhere f„   , are expressed as functions of T containing 12 constants.    The 
0-4 

comparative tables and plots of p,  C   ,  C.^,  and   sound velocity W data show 

that equation (1) accurately describes various experimental thermodynamic 

data within the 13. 8-33° K range of T,   30-46 g-mol/m'  range of p ,  and 

0. 07-400 atm range of P.    The mean relative and maximum errors of the p, 

C   .  CTr,  and W data calculation from (1) are given. 
P       " 
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Buturlakina, N.   F.,  and  A.  I.  Pavlov.    Low: 

tPTTi^erature mechanical properties of polyrne^ 

films after processinp by explosion.     IN:   Tr. 

Volgogr.  politekhn.   in-ta,  no.  4,  1972,   119- 

128.    (RZhMekh.   5/73. no.  5V1336).    (Translation) 

Mechanical characteristics of poly (tetrafluoroethylene) 

specimens were determined at (-)   196°.    The effect was studied of an 

explosion-generated high pressure P on sealing microcracks  in the specimens. 

The artificial cracks were produced by uniaxial stretching of the film 

specimens to different degrees at room temperature.    P was varied by 

selecting the type of explosive and was calculated from the shock adiabat. 

In a specimen with an open crack,  the elastic modulus increases very 

sharply and ultimate strength increases significantly with increase in P 

from explosion to about 50 kbar.    At the maximum 80 kbar pressure attaxned 

in the experiments,   a significant local overheating and consequent destruction 

of polyCtetrafluoroethylene) resulted from plastic deformation of the material 

adjacent to a crack.    Sealing of Urge cracks created by deformation before 

fracture can he achieved a* a lower P without destruction; the larger the 

crack    the lower P must be.    About 20 kbar is sufficient to seal an internal 

crack'in poly(tetra£luoroethylene).    increasing the stretch to 80% causes an 

increase in ultimate strength and elastic modulus of the film,  because of the 

increased number of cracks sealed by shock treatment. 

Uglov.   A.   A.    Seminar on "Physics and 

chemistry of materials treatment by concentrated 

energy beams".    FiKhOM,  no.  3.   1973.   158-159. 

This is a summary of five papers presented on December 7. 

1972 at the 37th regular seminar held at the Baykov Institute of Metallurgy 
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with Academician N.   N.   Rykalin presiding.    The seminar was mainly 

devoted to theoretical problems of heat physics.    Over 80 people representing 

organizations from Moscow and other Soviet cities participated in the 
proceedings. 

Theoretical papers dealt with solution to the problems of 

heat conduction,  heat transfer (St efan problem),   calculations of temperature 

fields in welding of cylindrical shells of two different metals,   and of 

temperature distribution in welding with deep melting.    The only experimental 

research paper was presented by V.   I.   Rakhovskiy (Moscow) on the   subject 

of the constrained discharge regions in the vicinity of electrodes.     Rakhovskiy 

reported studies on cathodic spots using a unique experimental arrangement 

with an Image converter.    Two types of cathodic spots were detected:   a 

fast moving type with current density ~103 a/cm2,   and a quasistationary 

type with current density in the lo3-]05 a/cm2 range.    The effect of the first 

type ..pot is to promote formation of small craters,   that of the second type 
is to erode bulk material. 

rialkov.   A.   S. ,   and V.   D.  Chekanova.     A 

polymeric   graphite carbon material;   glassy 

carbon.    Plasticheskiye massy,  no.  6.   1973, 
65-66. 

Preparation,   properties, pore structure and applications of 

glassy carbon are reviewed.    Electrical,  thermal,   and other physical properties 

and mechanical characteristics are tabulated for types SU12.  SU20,   and SU30. 

which are designed to withstand 1200,  2000,  and 3000° C.   respectively,  in 

an inert or reducing media or in vacuum.    The chemical stability of glassy 

carbon in extremely aggressive media is emphasired with respect to its use 
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as inaif-rial for equipment and laboratory ware.    Experimental data are 

t ited in support of using glassy carbon electrodes in various molten salt 

mixtures,  as a substitute for more expensive materials,   euch as platinum, 
1 itanium or molybdenum. 

Gol'denfel'd,   I.   V. ,   R.   N.   Bondarenko,   and 

V.   G.   Golovatyy.    Metallic whisker emitters 

with a developed surface.    PTE,   no.   3,   1973, 
166-168. 

An electrochemical procedure is described for preparing needle- 

form tungsten field emitters with a developed surface to be used in field 

ionization mass spectrometers.    The procedure consists of electrolytic 

deposition ol Zn,  Cu,   or Fe dendrites   on a thin (12^ diam.) tungsten wire 

cathode.    Optimized conditions of electrolysis are tabulated.    Needle-form 

field emitters can be obtained witli dendrites deposited either symmetrically 

in relation to the wir.' axis or on one side only,   as shown by shadow and stereo 

photographs taken with optical and electron microscopes,   respectively. 

It is shown that the field emitters thus obtained exhibit high 

strength characteristics,  particularly those with an Fe dendrite coating,  and 

can be reconditioned at a high temperature.    Mass spectra of various 

compounds illustrate the reliability of electrochemically-coated field emitters 

in field ionization of gases and vapors,  and in field desorption of compounds, 

e. g. ,   aminoacids deposited directly on the emitter. 

I 
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B.     Recenl Seiet tions 

i.    High Presaure Research 

Adadurov. G. A. . V, I. Goldanskiy, V. V. Gustov, M. Yu. Kosygin, 

and P. A. Vampol'skiy. Shock compression of low density condensed 

substances at Low initial temperatures, with conservation of products 

formed.    KhVE,   no.  6,   1973,   554-555. 

Aladashvili,  D,  I.,   V.   V,  Galavanov,  and S.  A.  Obukhov.    Dependence 

of piezoresistance on  impurity concentration in p-InSb at 4.2    K. 

FTP,   no.  10,   1973,   2019-2020. 

Bautsch,   H.-.T,,   and L.   Daeweritz.    Structural sense of conversions 

in zinc and cadmium chalcopenides at high pressures.    Krist. und 

lechn.,   v.  H,  no.  1-3,  1973,  193-198.    (RZhKh,  19ABV,   21/73,  no. 

21B720) 

Betekhtin,   V.   I..   M.   M.   Myshlyayev,   A.  I.   Petrov,   and Ye.   L, 

Skvirskaya.     Effect of hydrostatic pressure on the process of destruction 

and diglocation in deform, i alum,'num.    FMiM,   no.  4,   1973,  863-865. 

Ci.sowski,  J.   and W.   Zdanowicz.    Influence of pressure on the 

glectrica] properties of C-"-    pZn  A_s? solid solutions.     PSS(A),  v. 

19,   no.   2,   1973,   741-745. 

Gomon,  G.   O. ,   V.   S.   Rovsha,   and V.  I.  Shemanin.    Conversion 

mechanism of graphite to diamond.    DAN SSSR,   v.   213,   no.  2,  1973, 

^06-308. 

Spasov,  A.   V.,   and Ye.   D.   Manolova.    Effect of high pressure on 

aging of aluminum-silver alloys.    Godishn.   sofiysk.   un-t.  Khim. 

fak. ,   no. 64,  1969-1970(1972),  141-146.    (RZhMetal,  11/73,  no. 111219) 
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Grishchenko.   V.   F.,   and  L.   I.   /.arubitskaya.    Fleet rical conductivity of 

saturated lithium solutionsf. in aKGl-LiCl mixture.    ZhPKh,  no.  10, 

1973,   2325-2326. 
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Miscellaneous Interest 

A.    Abstracts 

Leonov,   G.  S. ,  and S.   P.  Khrameyeva. 

J2IgJllgMiSfi instabilities of an ultrahigh 

pressure short-arr discharge during 

current modulation.    TVT,   no.   3,   1973, 

487-492. 

Discharoe instabiiiiies which occur during current 

modulation in shorr-arc  spherical gas-filler] lamps were studied experimentally 

to determ-.ne the relationship between the acoustic  resonance wavelength 

and the bulb diameter TO.     Previously different authors have related the 

discharge instability to acoustic resonance,  but failed to define precisely 

or to justify thin  relationship. 

1-6 

Experiment-   are d. scribed in which arc deformation,   i.e., 

instability,  was observed visually  in Xe lamps with D = 5-13 mm,   the 

electrode gap Ü  -  0.3-2.4  mm,   al 3-10 A discharge current I modulated from 

0 to 100'" at frequencies v oi 2nn Hz to 200 kHz.    The first six resonance v. 

at which arc  Heformatinn was observed were measured as functions of I,  D, 

and /. and their ratio was determined.    A theoretical analysis of the 

spherical and cylindrical lymp m »dels p-ive v     ,  ratios in satisfactory 

agreement with the experimental w,   ,   ratio.    An equally good agreement 

between the temperature measured on the  lamp surface and the theoretical 

bulb wall temperature led to the conclusion that the theoretical quantitative 

description of the unstable modulation frequencies was correct.    The importance 

of this study was noted for its practical application to modulated light sources 

in  optical communication devices. 
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Stakhanov,   I,   P.    The  nature of ball lightning. 

7hTF,   no.   3,   1973,  193-196. 

The hypothesis that ball lightning forms during breakdown 

of the ordinary lightning channel in the presence of a large amount of water 

was investigated,   to explain why ball lightning does not disappear as a 

result of recombination,   deppito its low temperature.    The water molecules, 

having a large d^pnle moment,   are attracted to the positive and negative ionc, 

forming polvatr phrlli? around them.    The distance between the ions and the 

dipole renter ic  2-2. 5 A  and the binding energy of the water molecule and the 

ion is 1.4-0, 9 eV,    CalculatinnB are givc-n which define lightning stability 

criteria with respect to excitation of surface waves,   and which specify the 

conditinnp  required in order that the lightning have a spherical shape.    This 

means thai  the density of the liphtning material p should hardly differ from 

the surrounding a:,r temperature p   .    It is concluded that during non-explosive 

breakdown,   the Mghtning should disappear due to development of instability 

rather :han duo 'n lark of energy,   by electing pieces of material. 

Kuliyev,   D,    -X,    Wavg impedance   of a 

lightning c banne].    ZhTF,   no.   6,   1973, 

1233-1237. 

The magnitude of wave impedance Z    of the lightning channel 

section adjacent to the striking point is reevaluated,   on the basis of the 

widely accepted theory of leader formation and numerous experimental data 

on velocity v of inverse discharge.    Accordingly,   7,     is assumed to be a 

variable which depends on leador configuration,   charge distribution in the 

leader channel,   and v.    The formula used to calculate 7     is 7,    = 1/vC. 
o o ' 

where C is the capacitance of a conductor relative to ground and depends on 

the geometry of the conductor.    It is noted that 7    has its minimum value at o 
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the onset of leader discharge inversion,   then increaueB logarithmically. 

It is assumed that 7.o attains its maximum value (~2000-3000 ohm) after 

the entire leader channel is converted to the inverse discharge channel. 

The calculated plots of Zo versus radius of the leader head and v illustrate 

variations of /.o during various phases of the discharge for cylindrical and 

oblate spheroidal geometry of the leader,   respectively.     Calculations show 

that,   similarly to Zo,the resistivity of the highly ionized leader head-ground 

gap is insignificant during the first few microseconds of discharge.    It follows 

that the resistance of grounding devices significantly affects formation of 

the wavefront of inverse discharge current. 

Grishchuk,   L.   P.,   and M.   V.  Sazhin. 

H Tiission of gravitational waves by an electro- 

rnagnetic cavity.    ZhETF,   no,  2,   1973,  -141-454. 

The possibilities of gravitational wave emission under terres- 

trial conditions are considered for spherical and plane cavities.    A qualitative 

formula is derived which yield? the upper limit for the gravitational radiant 

flux from ar. arbitrary source w tth a small gravitational potential.    The 

formula takes into account rohrrence of the source and "focusing" of its 

gravitational radiation.    An electromagnetic   cavity is considered as a 

specific emitter.    It is shown that an emitter whose parameters seem to be 

quite reasonable from a techni«. al viewpoint can create a gravitation energy 

flux of the order of 10'' erg/cm   . sec over an area of 1 cm2 at a distance of 

10    cm from the emitter.    The possible parameters of the emitter are a 

superconducting resonance system with a total volume of about 109 cm3 in 

which a standing wave 4 cm long exists,  the mean energy density of the 
electromagnetic field being 10      erg/cm   . 
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Kopvillem,   U.   Kh.    GeneratBiya i priyem 

y-kvantov i y-gravitonov pri pomoshchi 

lazerov.    (Generation and Application of 

v-Quanta and y-Gravitons by Means of 

-^aG.ers-)   Kazan,   fix. -tekhn.  in-t.   AN 

^R,   Kazan,   1972,   27 p.    (RZhF,   5/73, 
no.   5B167). 

The possibility of generation and reception of coherent 

gravitons in the x- and y-hands is discussed in this monograph.    It is 

shown that quantum systems of many particles in a coherent state have the 

property of selective interaction with elementary particles,  which have a 

specific do Broglie wavelength XB.    Due to the large value of the corresponding 

superscattering cross-section of elementary particles in the quantum graviton 

counter,   these  processes must be distinguished from the effect of gravitons 

which is especially significant in they-band of gravitational emission.    It 

is shown that the superscattering process may be used to accelerate neutral 

particles.    It is suggested that an acceleration field be used to simulate 

gravitational fields and co chetl, the principle of Einstein equivalence 

Pushkin,   V.   M.     Kvantovaya telepatiya? 

jQuantum telepathy?).    Sotsialisticheskaya 
industriya.    July 6,   1973,  p.  4. 

The Einstein-Poclol'skiy-Rozen paradox,  which states that 
elementary particles having the same quantum properties are firmly bound to 

each other,   regardless of distance,   is compared to the biophysical processes 

of telepathy in man.    Experiments carried out by S.   Krippner and L.   L 

Vasil'yev.   in which patterns are suggested to subjects either during their 

natural or hypnotic sleep,   are discussed.    It is suggested that if the 

biophysical processes in living cells are actually of a quantum nature,  direct 

contact between cells is verv possible.    Since in this case the material 

related to encoding of cellular information interacts,  under specific conditions 
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there may be direct transfer of information from one cell to another.    Thia 

interaction will be instantaneous and independent of the distance between 

the cells.    Although there is not yet any proof that the information processes 

occurring in cells actually carry the bases of quantum physical processes, 

there is some basis for the hypothesis of the quantum nature of bioinforraation 

processes. 

Askar'yan,   G.   A.,   and V.  A.   Pogoeyan. 

Waves and forces in a homogeneous medium, 

whose properties change with time.    ZhETF, 

v.  65,  no.  1,   1973,  117-122. 

Flxact expressions for the wave field in a homogeneous 

nondispersive medium with time-varying properties are presented; the 

dielectric permeability or refractive index is assumed to vary linearly. 

Expression!- arr obtained fcr both the transmitted and reflected waves. 

Variation in the properties of the medium may appreciably affect the 

averaged force? exerted by the wave field on charged particles or the medium 

itself.    Sorr,^ applications of the repults to wave processes in non-stationary 

media are indicated.    It is pointed out that the appearance of a reflected wave 

field and of averaged force? may be a factor in initiating various stimulated 

processes.    The authors tuiggest that similar effects may arise in the case 

of acoustic waves propagating in a medium with time-varying acoustic 

properties. 
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Deryugin,   L.  N. ,   and T.  K,  Chekhlova. 

Investiprating optical microwaveguides of 

gelatin films.    OiS,   v.   35,   no,  2,   1973, 

362-365. 

1 •.    techniques of manufacturing single-mode optical micro- 

waveguides of gelatin films on a glaaa substrate were investigated to 

determine the attenuation factors of such waveguides.    Both plane and 

circular waveguides were investigated.    The experiments show that gelatin 

waveguides have relatively low losses and are distinguished by simplicity of 

manufacture.    Losses in these waveguides can apparently be reduced even 

more by improving the techniques of manufacture,   in particular by removing 

the mineral substances from the gelatin in which additional scattering occurs. 

Improving tne quality of the substrate surface also permits a decrease of 

losses.    It is held possible to develop both film and strip waveguides and to 

construe microwaveguide optical circuits on a single substrate by the process 

of photolitricgr<ir;iV, 

i lorr..   Ci. ,   and H.   L.mterbach.    Thermodynamic 

c Uculation of plasma-chemical reactions.    Wiss. 

Z.   F. Schill* r-Univ.   Jena.  Math,   naturwiss.  R., 

v.   21,  no.  3,   1972,   565-579.    (RZhKh,  13/73, no. 

13B728).  (Translation). 

Statistical thermodynamics methods using molecular,   atomic, 

and ionic spectral constants are recommended for calculations of equilibrium 

at plasma temperatures,  becaufte of insutficient accuracy of extrapolation 

of the experimental thermodynamic functions of state into the region of the 

cited temjrratures.    Application of the methods is discussed.    Equilibria 

in the H-C-N system are calculated and phase boundary diagrams of the 
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system are presented.    Also,   isobars and isotherms are shown of the 

HCN equilibrium concentration peak in the 2000-6000° K range at 
6 

pressures to 10    atm. 

Mitin,   R.   V,,  A.   V.  Zvyagintsev,   and 

K    K.   Pryadkin.    Electrodeless high-pressure 

UHF discharge.    TVT,   no.  3,   1973,   493-497. 

Experirnental data   ire given on induction discharges at 

150 MHz frequency in inerl and molecular gases (Ny,  H?,   air) under pressures 

to 10 atm.    A self-pulsed UHF oscillator developed at the Physicotechnical 

Institute of the Academy of Sciences was used in the experiments.    The 

oscillator f. .d discharge circuit are described.    A stationary discharge is 

analyze! in the   --ted gas^s at input powers ranging from ZOO W     for Xe to 

1.5 kW for Fi.,.     A'ith a 2--i cm high inductor,   discharge in Ar,   Kr,  and Xe 

at atmospheric pressure w ^s observed in the form of concentric narrow 

rings,  uniformly distributed along the height of the inductor.    The number 

of plasma ringfi increased -.vith in  rease in input power and decreased with 

the increas" in prrrsure. 

The observed stratification of discharge in heavy inert gases 

is tentatn ely explained by  a decrease in impedance of thcplasma bunch. 

Stable discharge in molecular gases at a low input power was obtained in the 

region of plasma skin layer depth fi < r,   the discharge radius.    In that region, 

the input power of discharge threshold decreases with increase in conductivity 

(temperature).    In summary,   phenomena unpredictable by theory of HF- 

dischar je in dense gases were detected in induction discharge at 150 MHB in 

heavy inert gases,   and an HF discharge was obtained at a low power in 

molecular gases. 
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Bulekov,   V.   P.,   L.   E.  Graf,   D.  D. 

Dryuchenko,  et al.    Conducting an experimental 

sampling of soil from the lunar surface with 

the I una-20 station.    Kosmicheskiye iseledovaniya, 

no.   3,   1973,  460-464. 

Operation is described of the remote-controlled soil  sampling 

device on the lunar surface.     The device was carried by the Luna-20 

station; the sampling operations described were carried out on February 21- 

23,   1972. 

The sampling device consisted of an impacting-rotating drive 

element fastened at the end of a rotating rod,  which drives a drilling and 

sampling tool.    Current utilized by drive motor torque,  drilling depth,  and 

temperatures ot the drilling machine and the electric motor were measured 

during actual drilling and afterwards.    The data are presented graphically 

and compared with the data nbtainfd during the Luna-16 drilling operation and 

those of the preliminary development test drilling in analogous soil. 

Conclusions are irawn with respect to lunar soil density,   adhesive property 

and homogeneity      The drilling data obtained by Luna-20 operation are 

comparable to tv ose obtained in drilling a porous gravel aggregate.    The 

total drilling depth was --300 mm. 

Podisemnyy radar,    underground [acoustic] 

rsdar.    Krasnaya zvezda,  June 15,  1973,   p.  3. 

Development is reported of an acoustic radar for exploration 

of the shape and volume of underground cavities,   created by an alluvial 

technique for salt extraction from mines.    The radar was designed by scientists 
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at the Institute of Basic Problems,   Polish Academy of Sciences,  and was 

intended to avoid the danger of cave-ins in the Inovrotslav salt mines by 

exact charting of the cavities.    Acoustic waves of appropriate frequency 

penetrate the e irth strata; the device re   ords reflected signals which 
serve to chart the cavities. 

Morokhov,   I.    At the heart of matter; Soviet - 

Arnerican cooperation in peaceful uses of atomic 

energy.    Sotsialisticheskaya industriya,  15 July 
1973,   p.   3. 

' he history and trends of Soviet-American cooperation in 

the atomic energy field are reviewed briefly by the author, who is the first 

deputy chairmar   of the USSR State Committee on Atomic Energy Uses.    The 

fifteen-year history has culminate.] with the 8iRning on June 21,   1973 of the 

intergovernmenl    agreement on scientific and technical cooperation.    This 

agreement is hailed as a more stable and durable basis of cooperation.    The 

agreement embodies the  mutual desire to join IT.  S.  and Soviet efforts in 

satisfying the fast-growing energy requirements of both countries and the 

world by developing high-efficiency energy sources.    The agreement stipulates 

cooperation in research and development of energy sources for the near and 
distant-future uses. 

A short-term solution to the problem of the energy crisis 

is seen in accelerated construction of atomic power plants with fast neutron 

breeder reactor?.    The following Soviet breeder reactors are cited as now 

operational:   the experimental  I3R-5 in Abninsk and the BOR-60 experimental 

pilot reactor in Pimitrovgrad [Bulgaria?].    Industrial exploitation of the 

worlds first nucloar power plant with a fast neutron breeder has been started 
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The cooperation in the long-range development of energy 

sources covers r iclear fusion reactors (Tokamak) and theoretical and 

experimental research in high-energy physics and design of related equip- 

ment.    Basic research is also expected to lead to development of new energy 

sources,  e.g.,  anti-matter,  and new high-temperature,  high-pressure,  and 

radiation resistant materials. 
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R.    Recent Selrrfions 

Azimi,  Sh.   A.,   A.   V.   Kalinin,   V.   V.   Kalinin,   and B.   L.   Pivovarov. 

Experimental investigation of an electric-arc source of pressure tmlge« 

in sea water.    IN:   Sb.   Kompleks.  issledovaniya prirody okeana, 

no.   4.    Moskva,   Mosk.  un-t,   1973,   136-145.    (RZhMekh,  11/73,  no.   11B33) 

Braginskiy,   V.   B. ,   L.   P.   Grishchuk,  A.   G.   Doroshkevich,   Ya.   B. 

Zel'dovich,   I.   D.   Novikov.   and M.   V.  Sazhin.    Electromagnetic 

gravitational wave detectors.    ZhETF,   v. 65,   no.   5,  1973,  1729-1737. 

Demin.   V.   F.,   and G.   N.   Popkov.    Uspekhi i perspektivy termoyadernykh 

issledovaniy (Progress and prospects of nuclear investigationsK    Moskva, 
Izd-vo Znaniye,  1973,  64 p. 

Kikineshi,   A.  A.,  and D.  G.  Semak.    Scnsitization of a photochemical 

processjn     ■r^iconHuclmg iaver ■ of RiT^    ZhNiPFiK,   no.  6.  1973, 
464-465, 

Konovalov,        M.    Optoacoustic phenomena and possibilities of their 

use in information systems.    [N:   Sb.  Optimiz.   issled.   operatsiy. 

Rionikä.  Moskva.  Izd-vo Nauka, 1973.  161-167.    (RZhRadiot, 11/73, no. 
llYel53) 

Nasibov,   A.    Laser television.     Pravda Ukrainy,   November 20,   1973,  p.   3. 

Penkin.   N.   P.,   and O.   D.   Tsygir.    Studying dissociation of oxypen in » 
discharge.    VLU,   no.   16,   1973,   34-43. 

Vlasovr,  S.  N. ,   L.  I.  Zagryadskaya,   and M.   I.   Petelin.    Resonators and 

waveguides using whispering gallery modes for masers at cyclotron 

resonance.    IVUZ Radiofiz,   no.   11,  1973,  1743-1750. 
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Yanovslny. M. S. . and B. N. Knya^W. Quasiootical matching 

transformer. Author's certificate. USSR, no. 371642. published 
May 17.   197..    (RZhRadiot.   11/73,   no.   I1B203 P) 

Zholkevich,  G.  A. ,   and I. 

based on fill 

1894-1898. 

Yu.  Shabliy.    Planar memory element« 

of zinc and cadmium Sulfides     UFZh,  no.  11,  1973, 
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APP 

DAN ArmSSR 

DAN AzSSR 

DAN BSSR 

DAN SSSR 

DAN TadSSR 

DAN UkrSSR 

DAN UzbSSR 

DBAN 

EOM 

FAiO 

FG1V 

FiKhOM 

F-KhMM 

FMiM 

FTP 

FTT 

FZh 

GiA 

GiK 

IAN Arm 

IAN Az 

Avtomatika i telemekhanika 

Acta physica polonica 

Akademiya nauk Armyanskoy SSR.    Doklady 

Akademiya nauk Azerbaydzhanskoy SSR 
Doklady 

Akademiya nauk Belorusskoy SSR.      Doklady 

Akademiya nauk SSSR.    Doklady 

Akademiya nauk Tadzhikskoy SSR.    Doklady 

Akademiya nauk Ukrainskoy SSR.    Dopovidi 

Akademiya nauk Uzbekskoy SSR.   Doklady 

Bulgarska akademiya na naukite.    Doklady 

Elektrounaya obrabotka materialov 

Akademiya nauk SSSR.    Izvestiya.    Fizika 
»••mosfery i okeana 

Fizika goreniya i vzryva 

Fizika i khimiya obrabotka materialov 

Fiziko-khimicheskaya mekhanika materialov 

Fizika metallov i metallovcdeniye 

Fizika i tekhnika poluprovodnikov 

Fizika tverdogo tela 

Fiziologicheskiy zhurnal 

Gcomagnetizm i aeronomiya 

Geodeziya i kartografiya 

Akademiya nauk Armyanskoy SSR.    Izvcstiya. 
Fizika ' 

Akademiya nauk Azerbaydzhanskoy SSR 
Izvestiya.    Seriya fiziko-tekhnlcheskikh i 
matematicheBkikh nauk 
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IAN I, 

IAN Biol 

IAN Energ 

IAN Est 

IAN Fi^ 

IAN Fizika zemli 

IAN Kh 

IAN Lat 

IAN Met 

IAN Mold 

IAN SO SSSR 

IAN Tadzh 

IAN TK 

IAN Turk 

LAN Uzb 

IBAN 

I-FZh 

Akaderniya nauk ßelorunbkoy SSR.    IzveBtiya. 
Seriya fiziko-matcmaticheskikh nauk 

Akaderniya nauk SSSR.    Izvestiya.    Seriya 
biologicheskaya 

Akaderniya nauk SSSR.    Izvestiya.    Encreetika 
i transport 

Akaderniya nauk Estonskoy SSR.    Izvestiya. 
fizika matematika 

Akaderniya nauk SSSR.    Izvestiya.    Seriya 
fizicheskaya 

Akaderniya nauk SSSR.    Izvestiya.    Fizika 
zernli 

Akaderniya nauk SSSR.    Izvestiya.    Seriya 
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